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This book was started in 1948 at the insistence of certain of Mr. Galamian’s students who felt that his teaching methods should be made a matter of record and his practice devices delivered into the hands of the present-day student, whenever that “present day” might be.

The undersigned was awarded the opportunity of doing the writing; an experience, may I say, that has been of inestimable value.

The book has taken some twelve years to produce in its present form. It is the result of several approaches: of first importance, the many sessions where Mr. Galamian dictated the ideas presented herein; secondly, the rereading, on his part, of the manuscript as it developed; thirdly, the first-hand contact of the writer with Mr. Galamian’s teaching methods; fourthly, the revision of the first complete manuscript, which was undertaken by Dr. Frederick Neumann of the Music Faculty of the University of Richmond (Virginia); and thereafter, the long maturation of the final manuscript, together with its testing through many hours of studio lesson-visitation in order that all facets of the technique should be adequately covered.

Mr. Galamian feels that, since he did not actually write the words on paper, he should not be given sole credit for the book. The “writer,” on the other hand, subscribes to the sincere be-
lief that the value of a book is dependent upon the thoughts set forth therein—in this case, those of Mr. Galamian, whose hundreds of students all over the world respectfully and with deference acknowledge their indebtedness to him.

So here it is, a worthy book, with only one purpose: to be useful.

Elizabeth A. H. Green
Associate Professor,
Music Education,
University of Michigan

Ann Arbor
June 13, 1960
THERE ARE MANY SYSTEMS of violin playing, some good, some fair, some bad. The system that I have tried to present in the following pages is the one that I believe to be the most practical, but I do not contend that it is the only right or only possible one.

Putting a system into a book, even writing a book like this, is a problematical undertaking because no printed work can ever replace the live teacher-student relationship. The very best that a teacher can give to a student is the individualized, unique approach, which is too personal a thing to be put down on paper anyway.

The actual writing of this book has taken many years. It was begun at the gentle urging of several of my students whose faith in the project has kept it alive. The first seven years were given over to the collecting of data from lessons in the studio and to the making of the first complete draft of the work. The copy for this first draft was prepared by Miss Elizabeth Green of the University of Michigan faculty. During the next two years the book underwent several changes in format and one complete revision. In the tenth year Miss Green resumed work on the project in order to complete the final manuscript which, in time, became the book you now hold in your hands. I should like to express my appreciation for her long interest in this project.
Nobody can study, nobody can teach from a book alone. What a book can do is to help. It can do so by mapping out the general principles as such, and by trying to clarify many of the problems involved. Whether the efforts expended herein have been successful, only the conscientious reader will be able to judge.

Before proceeding to the body of the work, I wish to thank Mr. Gustave Rosseels for reading the final manuscript and also to acknowledge the valuable assistance rendered by Dr. Frederick Neumann of the University of Richmond faculty.

Ivan Galamian

New York
March 31, 1960
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Many things are being taught by the various present-day methods that I would not care to endorse. For the moment, I shall limit myself to the singling out of three major items. I do so because they are common to almost every system of violin playing and also because they concern the very foundation of all violin teaching.

The first of these is the contemporary insistence upon compliance with rigid rules for everyone and everything that has to do with violin playing. The making of rigid rules is a dangerous procedure, since rules as such should be made for the good of the students rather than using the students to glorify the rules.

In violin playing, as in any other art, that which can be formulated is not a set of unyielding rules but rather a group of general principles that are broad enough to cover all cases, yet flexible enough to be applied to any particular case. The teacher must realize that every student is an individual with his own personality, his own characteristic physical and mental make-up, his own approach to the instrument and to music. Once the teacher recognizes this, he must treat the student accordingly. Naturalness should be his first guiding principle. “Right” is only what is natural for the particular student, for only what is natural is comfortable and efficient. The efforts of the teacher, therefore, must be devoted to making every student as comfort-
able as possible with the instrument. In this connection it is distressing to think of the many unnatural theories of technique which have come and gone—and of the new ones which still keep on coming—that have forced students into a constant struggle against Nature herself and consequently against a natural approach to the instrument. Such a battle has never yet been won by anybody.

The obsession for rigid rules with their resultant disregard for the principle of naturalness gives us our first concern.

The second, which is closely related to the first, is the failure to realize that however important the individual elements in violin technique are, more important still is the understanding of their interdependence in a mutual, organic relationship. If, to give an example, the bow is held after one fashion, then the functioning of the fingers, hand, wrist, and arm will fall into a certain organic pattern. If the bow-grip is changed, one must permit all other parts of the hand and arm to find their corresponding organic adjustment and their new natural balance, one with the other. The teacher should be prepared to deal with such differences in action pattern from one individual to another by making compromises to fit the particular student. Such adjustments are a personal thing. They cannot be formulated into rigid rules for all players.

Thirdly, I would like to point to the one-sided overemphasis on the purely physical and mechanical aspects of violin technique, the ignoring of the fact that what is paramount in importance is not the physical movements as such but the mental control over them. The key to facility and accuracy and, ultimately, to complete mastery of violin technique is to be found in the relationship of mind to muscles, that is, in the ability to make the sequence of mental command and physical response as quick and as precise as possible. Therein resides the fundamental principle of violin technique that is being overlooked and neglected by far too many players and teachers.
Tone, pitch, and rhythm are the basic elements of all music. It is only logical, then, that the technique of the violin be firmly founded on these three elements in terms of beauty of tone, accuracy of intonation, and precise control of rhythm. Technique has to combine with interpretation for successful performance, and the favorable issue of the performance depends upon the following factors:

1. The Physical Factor: consisting of (a) the anatomical make-up of the individual, in particular the shape of his fingers, hands, and arms, plus the flexibility of his muscular apparatus; (b) the physiological functioning with regard to the playing movements and the muscular actions that bring them about;

2. The Mental Factor: the ability of the mind to prepare, direct, and supervise the muscular activity;

3. The Aesthetic-emotional Factor: the capacity to understand and feel the meaning of the music, plus the innate talent to project its expressive message to the listener.

ABSOLUTE AND RELATIVE VALUES

In violin playing we have to deal with two distinct categories of values. One of these can be called the absolute or unchange-
able values and the other, the relative or changeable values. As
the name implies, the first category is not affected by alterations
of circumstances, whereas the second category may be modified
or varied by the style of the period, a change of locale, or the
taste of the performer.

Among the absolute values are (a) the necessity for total
technical control and (b) the requisite of completely unquali-
fied knowledge of the music to be played in all of its details,
including a thorough understanding of its harmonic and formal
structure. These requirements are obviously timeless. Certainly
the ability to play in tune and in rhythm and to produce all of
the varieties of tone colors and bowings likewise can never go
out of fashion. Enlarging upon this, even though a tone color
produced by a certain type of vibrato might be contrary to the
taste of a particular place or time (might not be in style or in
fashion), the ability to produce it cannot become obsolete, and,
thus, it has a definite place within the inventory of the absolute
values of a complete technical equipment.

Conversely, the relative values deal with the interpretive side
of the performance. Interpretation, as the word itself implies,
contains a strong subjective element, namely, the performer's
personal conception of what the music should sound like. Since
this subjective element is vitally influenced by taste, style, and
fashion (which all vary from individual to individual, from place
to place, and from one period to another), interpretation has
to be classified as a changeable value.

The music of Bach serves as an example. If we knew (which
we do not) exactly how Bach wanted his music to sound, there
still would remain the question of whether it should be played
precisely in the historical style of Bach's day, or whether the
style should be adapted to fit modern ideas, means, and sur-
roundings. This is a highly controversial question, and no con-
clusive answer is possible. For example, I might mention the
discussion about the use of spiccato in Bach's works. One school
of thought condemns its use, because the bowing was supposedly
unknown at the time. Another school defends the use of the
spiccato with the argument that if Bach had known this bowing
he would certainly have approved its use. There is no way to
settle this argument. Similar controversies have been raging
about other aspects of Bach interpretations, such as the use of
crescendos and decrescendos (which are frowned upon by pur-
ists), as well as the use of rubato, vibrato, and so on.

This example may serve to indicate the wide scope within
which individual interpretations of the same piece of music can
vary from one another and also why everything that has to do
with interpretation belongs, of necessity, to the relative or
changeable values. In the long run, every student who aspires
to the level of true artistry will have to form his own opinion, make his own choice, and take his own responsibility. Therefore, the important point, fundamentally, is that the student must become fully equipped with all of the technical tools so that his musical ideas may be fully realized.

TYPES OF TECHNIQUE

Technique is the ability to direct mentally and to execute physically all of the necessary playing movements of left and right hands, arms, and fingers. A complete technique means the development of all of the elements of the violinistic skill to the highest level. In short, it is the complete mastery over all of the potentialities of the instrument. It implies the ability to do justice, with unfailing reliability and control, to each and every demand of the most refined musical imagination. It enables the player, when he has formed an ideal concept of how any work should sound, to live up to this concept in actual performance. A technique which fulfills these ultimate requirements can be called an accomplished interpretive technique. It is the fundamental goal for which one must strive, because it, and it alone, opens the way to the highest artistic accomplishment.

Such a complete mastery over the technical equipment is not only necessary for the soloist who wishes to achieve his own interpretation of the music, but also, in equal measure for the player who has to yield his own ideas to those of a leader (such as the conductor of the orchestra), or who must, in playing chamber music, coordinate his playing with that of the other members of the group. Without the mastery supplied by an adequate interpretive technique, a player can neither properly lead nor properly follow.

By differentiation, one can speak also of a virtuoso technique, which, although a technique of brilliant execution, is nevertheless not always under complete control. The fingers will often move too fast, with an effect of great speed and extraordinary facility, but without proper rhythmical discipline. Obviously, a technique of this kind, however spectacular, is not always a fully reliable tool in the service of the interpretive ideas formed by the artist.

TECHNIQUE AND CORRELATION

The foundation upon which the building of technique rests, as mentioned shortly heretofore, lies in the correct relationship of the mind to the muscles, the smooth, quick and accurate
functioning of the sequence in which the mental command elicits the desired muscular response. From here on this mental-physical relationship will be referred to as correlation.* It is the improvement of this correlation which provides the key to technical mastery and technical control and not, as apparently is commonly believed and taught, the training and building of the muscles. What counts is not the strength of the muscles, but their responsiveness to the mental directive. The better the correlation, the greater the facility, accuracy, and reliability of the technique.

The question becomes, thus, one of how to improve the correlation. The answer is that the player has to present the mind-muscle unit with problems to solve, problems that proceed from the simple to the ever more complex. The problems best suited for this purpose are those of rhythm and coordination. They will be dealt with in some detail in the chapter On Practicing. Here it is sufficient to say that such problems may take the form of (a) a variation of time values (rhythms) which are the concern of the left hand, of (b) bowing patterns for the right hand, of (c) the combination of both of the preceding as coordination problems, and finally of (d) the superimposition of accents which may further complicate the problems to be solved. Any scale or passage that the player can perform with a great many different rhythms, accentuations and bowings is one that has been completely assimilated by the mind and muscles.

**INTERPRETATION**

Interpretation is the final goal of all instrumental study, its only raison d'être. Technique is merely the means to this end, the tool to be used in the service of artistic interpretation. For successful performance, therefore, the possession of the technical tools alone is not sufficient. In addition, the player must understand the meaning of the music thoroughly, must have creative imagination and a personal emotional approach to the work if his rendition is to be lifted above the dry and the pedantic. His personality must be neither self-effacing nor aggressively obtruding.

* The term correlation is perhaps not ideal inasmuch as it is most often used in connection with elements that are interdependent and on a more or less equal footing, whereas here we have to do with a relationship not between equals but between a superior (the mind) and subordinates (the muscles). Aware of this weakness, I have, nevertheless, chosen the term for the sake of simplicity and convenience.
If we ask what makes a good performer, it is pertinent to think of the qualities that make a good public speaker, because they are closely related. A good speaker is one who has a good voice, good elocution and delivery, who has something important to say and says it with authority in a way that can be understood by everyone. In analogy, a good musical performer is one whose delivery combines complete technical mastery with an interpretation understandable and convincing to everyone.

There is also another analogy. A speaker will rarely move an audience if every word, every inflection, and every gesture gives the impression of careful, studied preparation. The same words would be infinitely more impressive if they seemed to come to the speaker's mind in the very moment at which they are uttered, and if the intonation of his voice, his pauses, his gestures, and all other features of his delivery seem to be genuinely and spontaneously prompted by the thoughts he expresses at the time. In other words, the less rehearsed the speech sounds, the more effective it will be.

The same holds true of the musician. The best performance always partakes of the nature of an improvisation in which the artist is moved by the music he plays, forgets about technique, and abandons himself with improvisatory freedom to the inspiration of the moment. A performance of this nature is the only one which is capable of transmitting the essence of the music to the listener with the immediacy of a true re-creation. On the other hand, the player who studies in advance how to achieve the impression of a certain emotion by figuring out every shade of the vibrato, by mathematically calculating every nuance, by planning according to an exact time-table every rubato so that there can be no "improvisatory nonsense"—such a player substitutes a synthetic feeling, a mechanically contrived facsimile of an emotion, for genuine inspiration. He may deceive the ear of the auditors as to the nature of this procedure but he will never deceive their emotions. The public as a whole may not have a profound reasoning power on such matters, but it has an uncanny instinct for what is genuine and what is not.

Naturally, the improvisational element must not be overdone, and a player who is not yet musically and technically matured must beware of letting his emotions run wild during a performance. Also, the improvisation has to remain within the framework of an over-all plan so that it will always do justice to the elements of style and the formal structure of the work being played. Freedom of interpretation can be soundly based only on a complete technical mastery over the means of expression.

Interpretation, in its best artistic sense, cannot be taught directly, because only a personal, creative approach is truly ar-
tistic. One that is derived, second-hand, from the teacher cannot come under the heading of genuinely creative art. It is, therefore, a great mistake for a teacher to impose his own interpretation upon all of his students. From an early age in the student’s development the teacher should try to encourage a personal initiative while at the same time constantly strive to better the student’s understanding and to improve his taste and sense of style. The teacher must always bear in mind that the highest goal should be for him to make the student self-sufficient. The parrot method is not conducive to such a result. As Kreisler once said, “Too much teaching can be worse than too little.”

The mimicking of recordings is no less deplorable. It is far too easy today to procure the interpretive ideas of the great artists. A recording may be played over and over again until the student finally becomes unable to think of the composition except in terms of the recording artist. Such a procedure, when systematically applied, is bound to have a paralyzing effect on the musical growth of the aspiring artist. He becomes musically lazy and dependent. Neither his imagination nor his initiative are given a chance to grow, and consequently he does not develop a musical personality of his own.

A far better procedure for the serious student would be to listen to other works of the chosen composer (works that were not written for his particular instrument) and thereby acquire a feeling for the composer’s over-all style and personality.

A certain qualification has to be made, however, to the above statements, owing to the fact that there are wide differences in talent among the students, not only with regard to the technical ability but also with regard to musicianship and imagination. Not every student has the potentiality of creative imagination that can develop to the point where he can become a fine performer in his own right, even when his technical abilities may be unlimited. Broadly speaking, students may be divided into an “active” and a “passive” category. The active students are those who have the innate urge of a creative imagination. They are the truly challenging ones and can be made to grow into genuine artists. The other type, the passive students, can do nothing on their own, nothing that has not been shown them by the teacher or another performer. Not even the best teacher will be able to develop something out of nothing or be able to kindle a fire where no flammable material exists. Students of the passive type will never be able to stand on their own feet musically. They will always be dependent upon a crutch—a model to imitate. They will, at best, become skillful artisans, but never real artists.

(Some students develop their musical individuality rather late
in life. The teacher should patiently encourage this development. It can be very wrong to classify as hopeless a student who is slow in acquiring musical personality and imagination.)

ACOUSTICAL ELEMENTS IN PERFORMANCE: “VOWELS” AND “CONSONANTS”

Knowledge of acoustical laws is a very important element in public performance.

Anybody who talks to a few people in a small room need not raise his voice. Even if his elocution is not of the best, and even if he speaks too fast, still he will, in general, have no difficulty in making himself understood. Speaking in a large auditorium, however, to an audience of thousands is obviously an entirely different matter. The speaker will have to speak louder, slower, and more clearly. These are obvious things, yet it is strange how few are the instrumentalists who realize that the same things apply to them when they perform in public. Many do not give a thought to the fact that what is right for the drawing-room is not right for the concert hall and vice versa. In the hall the performer has to project his playing in such a manner that it will reach, in clear and understandable form, the most distant listener in the audience: he must not play just for the people in the first few rows in front, but he must perform just as much for the man at the top of the balcony. How to do this will depend largely upon the size and the acoustical properties of the hall. If the auditorium is small and the acoustics are good, not too much adjustment will have to be made. The larger the hall, the more must consideration be given to the acoustical factors. If the resonance in the auditorium is dead, then all dynamics have to be upgraded. This is easy enough in soft passages, but when the forte and fortissimo are called for the player has to have flexibility, has to know how to change his bowing when needed, dividing strokes more often, in order to get the necessary amount of sound without forcing the tone.

The nature of the accompaniment will make a great difference, too. With piano it is easier than with orchestra. If the work being performed is a heavily orchestrated concerto and if an inconsiderate conductor permits his players to drown out the soloist, the soloist is truly confronted with a practically impossible task. Whatever the circumstances may be, the performer has to have a keen ear, ready adjustment, and fast adaptability to know how delicately he may, or how robustly he must, play in order to be heard in correct balance with the accompaniment.

Speed will also be an important factor which must now be
considered a variable. Extreme speeds should better be avoided in large halls, and this is mandatory where any kind of echo effect is present in the acoustics. In such a case, too great a speed will have a tendency to blur the clarity.

To fill a hall with sound is, however, not just a matter of loudness but rather largely one of carrying power. The carrying power of a simple tone has something to do with the quality of the instrument, but still more with the quality of the tone production. The more correctly the tone is produced, the farther it will carry. On the violin the tone must not be forced.

Tone production on the stringed instruments does not consist of continuous sound only, but it has to have a certain admixture of percussive or accentuated elements, which give it character and contour.

In instrumental music, the relationship of the percussive elements to those of the purely singing sound is analogous to that of the consonants and vowels in speech and song. That consonants are essential for speech is shown by their omnipresence in every language. This same principle has to be transferred to instrumental music, where percussive sounds of a consonant character are often needed to give a clearer definition and form to the vowel sounds of the continuous tone.

On the violin, the vowel sound corresponds to the perfectly produced singing tone that has a smooth beginning and a smooth ending. The consonants (the percussive or accentuated elements) provide the articulation which can be produced by either the left or right hand. With the bow-hand, the consonant is any attack which does not have a smooth start, such as the martelé, the accented détaché, the spiccato et cetera. With the left hand, the consonant can be produced by energetic and fast dropping of the fingers for ascending passages. The counterpart, in descending passages, is a sidewise lifting of the fingers that produces almost a slight pizzicato effect. Both of these techniques, hammering of the fingers and sidewise lifting, should be applied only when that particular effect is desired.

It is very important to know well how to balance the vowels and consonants in violin playing. And in public performance one has to be mindful of the fact that the vowel-consonant balance is not the same for the concert hall as for the studio. A lesson could be learned in this respect from Chaliapin, the great Russian basso of the past. No singer ever surpassed him in the clarity of his diction. Every single word he sang could always be distinctly heard and understood by every listener in the audience. One (and perhaps the decisive) reason for this excellence became clear to me when I once heard him sing at very close range. It seemed that he was exaggerating the enunciation of
the consonants. The reason for this was that he knew, by his long experience in singing in large auditoriums, that a consonant pronounced in the usual manner would not carry well enough to be heard by the distant listener.

This is a decidedly instructive example as it illustrates the necessity for carefully adjusting the consonant-vowel balance to fit the large auditorium. Applied to violin playing, the implication is that a clearer articulation is necessary in the large hall. But care must be taken not to exaggerate and to swing to the extreme, as too much "consonant" sound is infinitely more disagreeable than too much "vowel" sound, and either excess is highly undesirable.
Chapter Two
THE LEFT HAND

The left hand is concerned with two basic problems: (1) the fingering of the notes and (2) the vibrato. All other facets of the technique have to do with the right hand and the coordination between the two hands.

BODY AND INSTRUMENT

The relationship of the instrument to the body, arms, and hands has to be one that will allow a comfortable and efficient execution of all playing movements. This is, in the last analysis, the main criterion for the "rightness" of any bodily attitude or any muscular action in connection with violin playing.

Posture

How to stand or to sit should not be the object of exact prescriptions other than that the player should feel at ease. What should be avoided are exaggerated bodily motions while playing. They are not only unpleasant to see, but they demand a constant readjustment of the bow to the violin and, therefore, add a disturbing factor to the performance.

On the other hand, it is not advisable to go to the opposite extreme, as some teachers do who insist on suppressing in their
pupils every bodily motion. There is a certain amount of movement that is natural and helps the coordination and the feeling for rhythm and accent. Thus, bodily motion should be limited but never completely suppressed. To determine the amount of motion to be deleted in each case is not an easy judgment to make, and it must be carefully and conscientiously thought out.

In instances where a student has been drilled to a state of complete immobility it will be advisable to try to introduce, with discretion and caution, the certain small amount of bodily movement that will help to free the student’s playing from an unnatural constraint.

Holding the Instrument

Likewise, there should not be any exact rule given as to how to hold the instrument. Some artists support the violin entirely with the shoulder and head and are obviously comfortable doing so. Others leave the support of the instrument to the left hand, resting the violin on the collarbone, the chin taking an active part (pressure) on certain position shifts. For a violinist with a long neck, the use of a pad is the most intelligent solution. (The pad should, however, be chosen from among the types that do not touch the back of the instrument, since then it does not absorb the tone.) One thing, however, has to be watched: the chin must never be allowed to press on the tailpiece. This is best avoided by use of a chin-rest which straddles the tailpiece in the middle of the instrument. Besides being more comfortable, such a chin-rest has the further advantage of being better for the instrument, since the pressure exerted by it is more evenly distributed.

As to the height of the scroll when the instrument is in playing position, it is better to have it higher than lower. A high scroll throws the weight of the instrument toward the player’s neck and shoulder, whereas, if the scroll is too low, too much of the weight falls toward the left hand and the bow has a tendency to slide toward the fingerboard.

Left Arm

The older schools of violin playing required every student to pull the left elbow far to the right. Players with long arms and fingers, who followed this rule, found that their fingers assumed an awkward curve and leaned too heavily toward the G-string side of the fingerboard. The wrong side of the finger tip contacted the string and more often the nail rather than the fleshy part formed the point of contact. The immediate consequence
was the development of a severe type of handicap in all kinds of finger motion and especially in the vibrato. This illustration alone is sufficient to discredit the rule as such that the elbow should “always be placed as much to the right as possible.”

The principle that correctly applies to this whole matter designates the fingers as the determining factor. They have to be placed in such a way as to allow them the most favorable conditions for their various actions. Once this is done, everything else—thumb, hand, arm—will subsequently find its corresponding natural position. The finger-placement will be discussed presently, but it can be said that players with short arms and fingers will have to bring the elbow fairly far to the right, whereas those with long arms and fingers will find that the elbow will remain somewhat more to the left.

The elbow, however, is never rigidly set. Whatever its basic placement, it changes its position beneath the instrument as the fingers move across the strings. When the fingers approach the G string, the elbow moves more to the right; for the E string, more to the left, except in the higher positions when it pulls to the right for all players concerned. Further, the position of the elbow will also vary to allow for different tonal results.

In the passage given in Example 1, the elbow should be placed more to the right. The run requires a crisp, percussive articulation of the fingers which is helped by moving the elbow a little to the right. Such a move results in a steeper angle in the fingers; they can hit somewhat harder and, by contacting the string with the narrower, more bony part of the tip, can produce the desired articulated sound.

In contrast, Example 2 calls for a character of softness and ease. Moving the elbow to the left will flatten the fingers by allowing them to contact the string with the bigger, softer, and fleshier pad. Keeping the fingers closer to the fingerboard will eliminate any excessive articulation. These two adjustments will produce the desired effect of smoothness.

**Example 2**
Bach: Partita No. 2 in D Minor.
Chaconne (measure 85)

---

**Wrist**

The wrist, too, can influence the placement of the fingers on the string. It should not allow any sideways curve in the hand, either to left or right, and should be held in such a way that there is approximately a straight alignment of the hand with the
forearm, except in the half position. There are, however, further specialized exceptions. Chords involving extensions will often require the wrist to bend inward, whereas to perform certain other chords with unusual finger combinations an opposite movement of the wrist is demanded. In the higher positions the wrist will, under all circumstances, have to curve outward.

Hand

Regarding the placement of the hand, there is a school of thought that advocates that the base knuckles of the left hand should be parallel to the strings. Such a position is not natural and creates tension by the excessive turning of the hand and forearm. The hand should not remain distant from the neck of the instrument but should slightly touch both sides of the violin neck so as to help, by this easy contact, the orientation of the entire hand. The hand should not press against the instrument (should not clutch it), since this causes tensions and severely restricts the freedom of action of the fingers, hand, and arm. The contact on the side of the index finger should be maintained up to the third position. From there on upward the index finger detaches itself from the neck of the instrument. The first finger, as it falls on the string, should take the approximate shape of three sides of a square (Illustration 3, page 16).

How high (above the level of the fingerboard) or how low the hand should be set depends again upon the shape of the individual hand and fingers. The higher it is placed (the more the neck of the instrument approaches the palm of the hand) the steeper the angle of the fingers as they fall upon the strings (Illustration 7). The lower it is placed (the more the top edge of the fingerboard climbs toward the middle joint of the finger) the flatter becomes the angle of the finger-tip contact with the string (Illustration 1). This has to be carefully adjusted individually, since it affects intonation. Further discussion will follow in a moment.

Care has to be taken that the hand is not placed too far backward (toward the scroll), such as setting the hand in half position while playing in first position. Such a setting severely limits the reach of the fourth finger and places on it a constant strain. In the first position, the hand should be set in such a way that the octave B (first finger on the A string to fourth finger on the E string) falls naturally into place (Illustrations 1, 2, 3, 7, and 8). For executing, then, the F♯ on the E string or the B♭ on the A string, the first finger should be stretched backward without pushing back the whole hand (Illustrations 4 and 5).

It is safe to go even farther and to say that it is often advis-
ILLUSTRATION 1 Left-hand finger placements. (See also Illustrations 2-5.)
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ILLUSTRATION 6 Point of contact of finger tip on string.
able to place the hand slightly farther ahead, so that the first finger has to do a little reaching back even for the B₄, and correspondingly more so for the B₅. This actually puts the hand in a more advantageous position, since it distributes the stretch equally between the first and the fourth fingers. By positioning the hand slightly higher up the fingerboard (forward) the fingers will be given an equal extensibility in both directions, forward and backward (Illustrations 3 and 7).

Fingers and Thumb

The fingers fall perpendicularly on the tips either in the “square” position or in an elongated position, depending upon the note being played. All fingers assume the elongated shape when they reach up a half step or more from their basic placement. Illustrations 1, 2, 3, 4, and 5 show the shape of the fingers while playing different intervals in the first position. The “square” of the first two fingers is never ideally perfect. The tips of the fingers slant slightly towards the bridge and contact the strings a little to the left of the center of the finger tip (as seen from the player’s viewpoint); that is, a little more of the finger tip is on the E-string side of the point of contact (Illustration 6). This left-of-center placement is specially important for the vibrato, which thereby gains in freedom and range.

The slant of the fingers should be neither too steep nor too flat, although variations of this angle will occur according to the requirements of the music, as has already been stated. A good setting of the fingers in the manner described is possible for any kind of hand, whether broad or narrow, and whether the fingers are long or short. The teacher has to analyze, in each student, what adjustments have to be made in order to permit the fingers to be placed perfectly. If the fingers are very short, then the neck of the instrument is set somewhat closer to the base knuckle, and the elbow is placed more to the right (Illustration 7). If the fingers are long, then just the opposite has to be done: the neck is closer to the middle joint and the elbow is held more to the left (Illustration 8). By means of these two variables (the position of the elbow and the vertical adjustment of the hand with regard to the neck) any hand can be positioned so that it is comfortable and can function efficiently.

The thumb needs very special attention. It is the member of the hand which is most often responsible for excessive pressure and for the clutching of the neck of the instrument. This constriction is one of the most common and most serious of faults. Clutching contributes more than anything else to the paralyzing of the functioning of the left hand.
The thumb has the function of exerting a counter-pressure against the playing fingers, and it can take care of this task most efficiently if the pressure acts from below in a direction opposed to the pressing fingers (Illustrations 2 and 7). A sidewise pressure of the thumb (on the G-string edge of the violin neck) is, for this reason, not desirable, since it does not fulfill its proper function. Such pressure also interferes severely with shifting and the vibrato.

The thumb should not stick upwards too much above the fingerboard because this position can promote the injurious sideways pressure. As always, there are exceptions: a long thumb will, of necessity, rise considerably above the level of the fingerboard, since the fingers would not otherwise be able to reach their proper places on the strings. Such hands will have to be especially guarded against the sideways pressure. Contrariwise, a short thumb will have to be placed more under the neck of the instrument. In general, the thumb should be neither completely stretched nor too bent, but rather it should approximate the curvature of the neck of the instrument.

THE MOVEMENTS OF THE LEFT HAND

Reduced to their simplest types, the movements of the left hand are as follows:

1. The vertical movements of the fingers: their dropping on and their lifting off from the strings. This is closely akin to the pianistic type of finger action, and occurs on the violin either within the normal hand position or in connection with the extensions.

2. The horizontal movement of the fingers within one position: the gliding up and down the string with a finger while the hand and thumb remain stationary. This includes simple half-step slides for the playing of accidentals within the position as well as all kinds of extensions upward or downward outside of the basic placement within the position.

3. The crossing of strings: a horizontal movement generally combined with the vertical movement of lifting the fingers off one string and setting them on another. Occasionally (for example, in certain sequences of sixths and fourths), the crossing of the string is done by a horizontal type of sliding motion without completely lifting the fingers from the fingerboard. Such a motion requires a momentary lightening of the finger pressure.
4. The sliding motion of the fingers and hand together for the changing of positions.

5. The vibrato movements: carried out either by the finger, the hand, or the arm, or by a combination of them.

Most players use too much force in all left-hand actions. They bang the fingers too hard, lift them too high, and press them too solidly after contacting the strings. To play in this manner all of the time is not only unnecessary, but also very harmful. Lifting too high slows down the action by adding to the distance that has to be covered, and the banging and pressing is apt to build tensions that are dangerous. An easy pressure, sufficient to hold down the strings, is all that is normally necessary.

Sometimes, however, a harder hitting will be in order where the music requires a certain percussiveness in passage work; or, a special accent on a single note may be called for, which can be, in a very characteristic fashion, produced by lifting the finger high and hitting it hard, resulting in what is called the "finger accent." Also, there are times when the need arises for that different tone quality that requires a greater pressure of the fingers on the strings.

The basic idea in all of this discussion is to urge the restriction of the forcefulness of the finger action to those cases where the music itself requires it. As for the rest of the time, the fingers should neither be lifted too high nor banged down too hard nor pressed excessively after contacting the string.

INTONATION

The building of good intonation rests mainly on the sense of touch in combination with the guidance of the ear. The fingers are like blind people who guide themselves through a sightless existence by touching objects which mark their paths from place to place. The analogy is pertinent to the training of the fingers on the violin. The hand learns gradually to orient itself, to find its proper location by the feel of the neck (and the body of the instrument in the upper positions). From the hand position thus secured, the fingers in their turn learn to acquire, through the sense of touch, the feeling for correct placement and for proper stretch. In this, they are continually helped, guided, and controlled by the ear.

In the shifting of positions, the process may be described as a combination of the hand finding its new location on the neck
of the instrument,* of the feeling in the guiding finger for the
distance covered, and of the help given by the ear as it records
the progress of the shift, thereby imparting to the finger a feel
for the correct distance. Eventually, this skill develops to a
point where the mere act of mentally preparing the movement
and thinking the sound of the desired pitch will be sufficient to
cause the fingers automatically to hit the right places on the
strings with accuracy. However, progressing to such an ad-
anced stage requires help from some other factors, as we shall
see, that are indispensable for acquiring a reliable intonation.

One of these factors is the setting of the frame of the hand,
i.e., the basic placement of the fingers, first and fourth, on the
octave interval within any one position. Functioning inside this
octave frame, the second and third fingers have two positions
each, one square and one extended. For example, in the A to A
octave in first position on the G and the D strings, the second
finger is “square” on the B♭ and the F♯, and extended on the
B♭ and the F♯; the third finger is “square” on the C and the G,
and extended on the C♯ and the G♯. The octave frame should
be retained in each position, with the fingers reaching their as-
signed spots (be it by normal placement or by extensions) with-
out abandoning the feel for this frame. This means, also, that
the hand has to remain quiet and undisturbed within one posi-
tion while the fingers, functioning solely from the knuckles,
reach to whatever place is required, either within or outside of
the frame. The basic shape of the hand within the frame should
stay the same as far up the fingerboard as possible, which is up
to about the sixth or seventh position. Emphasis on this point is
necessary in the training of the student. For the advanced
player, especially in playing contemporary music, the hand may
function unrestricted by the basic positions. (See pages 23–24.)

In Example 3, the first measure shows the establishment of the
frame of the hand, which has to be maintained, while in the suc-
ceeding measures the first finger reaches below the frame to the
G♯ and the fourth finger extends upwards to B♭. This illustrates
the extension outside of the frame with the hand remaining
quiescent. Attention should be paid to the slightly forward posi-
tion of the hand in this example, as discussed on pages 15 and 17.

The following study is excellent practice for the establish-
ment of the frame and its maintenance during the use of the
extensions. First take the key of C, and play throughout the

* The muscular action involved in the hand finding its new position is
centered in the contracting or extending of the angle in the elbow, plus
the drawing in or reaching outward of the arm itself. The bending of
the hand in the wrist at times supplements, at other times replaces, this
motion.
seven positions. Then change the signature. As a matter of course, the fundamental hand position has to remain the same or the whole purpose of the exercise will be missed (Example 4).

Another very important intonation factor is found in the principle of the double contact. This was touched upon briefly in the discussion of the setting of the hand (page 15). The term signifies that the left hand has to have two points of contact with the instrument in order to orient itself properly and securely. One point, as a rule, is not sufficient. The actual points of contact will differ in various positions, as will be explained in the following paragraphs.

If, as some schools advocate, the hand is held permanently away from the violin neck so that only the thumb touches, then the hand has no secure way of establishing its location within the position or of guiding the distance during a shift. Finger action is also weakened by such placing.

In the lower positions, the double contact is provided by the thumb and the side of the first finger, each touching its corresponding side of the neck of the instrument. The contact need not be permanent or continuous in character, but it is sufficient if it occurs from time to time for the orientation of the hand. It must be very slight, since the more gentle it is, the more sensitive becomes the feeling of touching. (A blind man who contacts an object in order to orient himself will never grasp or clutch it, but instead will touch it only gently.) Any firm clutching of the left hand is a severe impediment to technical facility.

An exception to the principle of the double contact will apply in the playing of expressive passages. In order to facilitate the vibrato action, the hand can release the double contact, retaining only that of the thumb.

From the fourth position upward, the hand itself contacts the body of the violin and, thus, replaces the index finger in forming the second point of contact. Here, the side of the index finger can and ought to be separated from the instrument, because a triple contact is not useful. The triple contact does not add to the orientation and it is apt to immobilize the hand too much, especially in vibrato.

From the fifth position on, the thumb and hand contact various parts of the instrument, but the principle of double contact is still maintained. This is true even in the case of a hand with
a very short thumb, which requires that the thumb (for finger-
ing in the very highest positions) leave the neck of the violin
entirely and extend itself instead along the right side rim of the
instrument: there is still a double contact with the thumb and
the lower part of the hand.

The double contact is very helpful in finding the right place
for the fingers and hand on the fingerboard.

Lastly, in this discussion of intonation, it is necessary to con-
sider what type of intonation ought to be used: the "tempered"
or the "natural." This is not the place to go into the technicali-
ties of the two systems. No violinist can play according to a
mathematical formula; he can only follow the judgment of his
own ear. Be this as it may, no one system of intonation will suf-
cice alone. A performer has constantly to adjust his intonation
to match his accompanying medium.

The artist must be extremely sensitive and should have the
ability to make instantaneous adjustments in his intonation. (The
best and easiest way to make such adjustments is by means of
the vibrato.) An intonation adjustable to the needs of the mo-
ment is the only safe answer to the big question of playing in
tune.

The most important part in all of this is assigned, obviously,
to the ear, which has to catch immediately the slightest dis-
crepancy between the pitch desired and the pitch produced and
then demand an instant reaction from the fingers.

Advanced players, already in possession of a secure intona-
tion, will find that their facility for quick adjustment can be
improved further by changing from time to time the instruments
they use. It is also good advice not to interrupt the practice
every few minutes to retune the violin. One should be able to
play in tune on a violin which is out of tune. The performer
who has acquired such a skill will never be shaken out of his
assurance and authority in public performance by a recalcitrant
string.

Summing up, then, these are the main factors in the building
of a sound intonation: (a) a sense of touch, highly developed
for the feeling of location as well as of distance; (b) constant
guidance and intense control by the ear; (c) correct and facile
application of the frame (the basic shape of the hand as it plays
the octave interval); and finally, (d) the ability to make in-
stantaneous adjustments in pitch to meet the musical require-
ments of the moment.

TIMING

The second essential factor in the development of the left
hand I have called "timing." A necessary differentiation must
be made between what might be called musical timing and technical timing. Musical timing means the actual sounding of the notes in the exact rhythmical pattern and the exact speed required by the music. Technical timing means the making of the necessary movements of both left and right hands at the exact moment and precise speed that will insure correct musical timing. These two things, musical timing and technical timing, will sometimes but not always coincide. In the left hand the fingers often have to be prepared ahead of the time of sounding. The same is true of the bow, which has to be placed in preparation, as in martelé or staccato bowings, before the actual playing of the notes. The musical timing is, of course, the deciding factor. If it is to be perfect, it presupposes correct technical timing of each hand by itself and a correct coordination between the two for any rhythm, any speed, or any required change of speed.

Control of timing in slow passages, or in changes of tempo, is often more difficult than the spectacular virtuoso speeds. It is an undeniable fact that even excellent violinists at times speed up or slow down not because of musical considerations but because of technical problems involved. This indicates a certain deficiency in interpretive technique which has to include the complete mastery of the timing factor. The artists' interpretive ideas should not be forced to make concessions to his technical shortcomings, and it need hardly be stressed that for any difficult passage in a piece there should be complete continuity of rhythm and tempo unless otherwise indicated by the composer. As for quality of sound in general, the difficult passages should sound as good as the easier parts and should be played so as to form an integral part of the whole composition.

The mastery of the entire timing complex (the technical timing plus the coordination of the two hands) is entirely a question of correlation, of the immediate and accurate response of the muscles to the directives of the mind. The reader is referred to the examples for the development of correlation which are to be found in Chapter Four (On Practicing), and he is reminded that their importance cannot be overemphasized.

SPECIAL TECHNICAL PROBLEMS

Shifting

There are two main categories of shifts; they will be termed the complete shift and the half shift. In the complete shift, both the hand and the thumb move into the new position. In the half shift, the thumb does not change its place of contact with the neck of the violin. Instead it remains anchored, and by bending
and stretching permits the hand and fingers to move up or down into other positions. This type of motion, the half shift, can be used in many instances where the fingers have to move into another position for a few notes only. Properly applied, it can greatly promote facility and security in passages that would otherwise be very cumbersome. Example 5 illustrates the point. At the asterisk, the third position is established, and the thumb then retains this point of contact, bending for the descent of the fingers into the first position, stretching for the return into the third position.

In the following pages, when speaking of “shifts” without further qualification, it is always the complete shift that is meant.

The shift is an action of the entire arm and hand, including all of the fingers and the thumb. The flexibility of the thumb, important for all facets of the left hand technique, is nowhere more essential than in shifting.

In performing the shift from the lower positions to the higher positions, the thumb moves simultaneously with the hand and the fingers. As was pointed out before, the shape of the hand in moving up the fingerboard should remain basically the same, at least up to about the sixth or seventh position. The frame of the hand, however, will become gradually smaller as the string length shortens. The span of the frame of the eighth position will be half the size of that of the first position.

In making this shift from the lower to the higher positions, the thumb will gradually pass under the neck of the instrument as the hand glides through the third and fourth positions into the higher positions. This brings the elbow rather around the violin to the right. All of this should be done in one smooth movement. In the very high positions, above the seventh, the fingers can reach easily into several positions without actually shifting the hand. For the extremely high positions, if the player’s thumb is short, he may have to let it come out from underneath the neck of the violin and find a comfortable place on the rib of the instrument. In this latter case, the head will have to hold the instrument very firmly.

In moving from third to first position, the thumb should slightly precede the hand. In a move from fifth position straight down to first, the same principle applies. But if the shift is from a higher position to the third, then it is often better to make use, at least partially, of the half-shift technique: keep the thumb in place while finger and hand shift down, and then, after the shift of the hand is completed, let the thumb replace itself in the new position. The thumb thus acts as a pivot and bends during the shift but does not relinquish its contact until after the shift is completed. How soon after the shift the thumb readjusts itself will depend upon the character of the passage and especially
upon the speed of the note sequence. In very fast shifts the move is almost simultaneous.

In a descending scale from the highest notes on the E string down to the first position, a player with a thumb of average length will have the ball of the thumb, at the outset, contacting the curve of the neck where it turns to join the body of the instrument. As the scale begins to descend, the thumb will exercise a slight pressure and, acting as a pivot, will pull the hand back until about the fifth position. In doing so, the thumb, which is stretched at first, gradually bends. For the further shift to about the third or fourth position the thumb still remains in place, bending a little farther and letting the hand precede, half-shift fashion. As soon as the hand completes the shift thus far, the thumb readjusts by stretching backward. It has to do so in order to be in time for the leading of the shift by slightly preceding the hand in the continued downward movement to first position.

A hand with a short thumb will not be able to handle long shifts in this way. The short thumb will sooner reach its comfortable limit of bending and will therefore have to readjust more often.

A descent by a big skip from the highest to the first or second position has to be done in one single, continuous arm movement, the arm gliding ahead of the hand and pulling the hand with it.

Finger pressure for the shift should be at a minimum, especially in fast passages.

There are three fundamental types of shifts:
(1) The same finger plays the note preceding and the note following the shift (Example 6).
(2) The shift (sliding motion) is performed by the finger that is on the string when the shift starts, but a new finger plays the arrival note (Example 7).
(3) The shift is performed by the finger that will play the arrival note (Example 8).

A shift that crosses strings will also fall under one of these headings as far as the left hand is concerned. (Special problems arising with double stops will be discussed in the next section.)

(4) A much-used type of shift today might be called the retarded shift. The finger is first stretched to a new note outside of the position in which the hand is resting at the moment, and after the stretched finger is placed on the string, the hand follows thereafter into the new position (Example 9).

Illustrations 9, 10, 11, and 12 depict this process (see next page). In Illustration 9, the stretch upward of the fourth finger from third position is shown. Illustration 10 shows the readjustment of the hand thereafter into the fourth position. The fourth finger has acted as a pivot for the hand.
Illustration 11 shows the stretch backward of the first finger, preparing the hand for the downward shift from fourth position to third. The readjustment of the hand after the placing of the first finger is shown in Illustration 12.

The speed of execution of the shifting motion should be proportional to the general tempo of the passage. In slow tempos the shift is made slower; in fast tempos, more rapidly. The execution of the shift is largely a matter of timing, not only as far as the speed is concerned, but also with regard to the exact moments at which the shift is to start and to end. One of the commonest faults found in shifting is that of shortening the note preceding the move. The reason behind this fault is always a psychological one. The player worries about the shift to the point that he loses rhythmic control and nervously anticipates
the correct moment for the move. This gives a feeling of insecurity and great unevenness to the passage. Conscious attention to the rhythmic value and sound of the note preceding the shift is imperative until correct habits are formed.

The role of the ear is of the greatest importance for the successful performance of any shift. By listening intently before the shift and by hearing, during the shift, the gradual approach to the new pitch, the ear most effectively supplements and supports the feeling of distance provided by the sense of touch.

The bow, too, has a considerable role to play in the execution of good shifts. By moving slower and by diminishing the pressure during the actual change of position, it can eliminate a great amount of the sliding sound. This is a point that should be stressed, especially in the beginning stages of instruction. Many young students spoil an otherwise good shift by letting the bow increase in speed, or by adding bow pressure, while the left hand is in motion.

When the shift is not just a technical function necessary for the changing of positions, but is used instead as a means of expression, then, as a “glissando” or “portamento,” its execution will differ. The bow will not lighten its pressure, and the movement of the finger will be slowed according to the expression desired. Also, a different type of shift will often be applied. For the sake of an expressive glissando, the shift in Example 10, for instance, can be made in three different ways. Either (a) by shifting with the first finger (type 2 shift) and then dropping the third finger (this can be called the “overslide” and is the style favored by the French school); or (b) the slide can be made by the third finger itself, which thus glides from below the note (called the “underslide” and favored by the Russian school); or finally (c) the two can be combined, the slide starting with the first finger and finishing with the third, which takes over somewhere en route.

Double Stops

Double stops present a problem for the right as well as for the left hand and will therefore be dealt with both here and in the next chapter. As far as the left hand is concerned, one of the main problems arises from the fact that with two fingers necessarily holding down two strings the danger of using excessive pressure and of building undue tension becomes acute. When two fingers grip too hard, the unnecessary tension easily spreads to the thumb and thereafter to the whole hand. The student must be cautioned never to overpress in double stops if he is to avoid stiffness and cramping of the hand.
Regarding intonation, special attention should be given to the close position of the fingers in intervals such as minor sixths or augmented fourths, which technically become half steps as far as the left hand is concerned. To treat such intervals after the manner of half steps will help greatly in perfecting their correct intonation. In scale passages of sixths or fourths, the fingers that have to cross strings from one note to the next should do so by sliding over with all pressure released but without being lifted. Much more smoothness and speed can be achieved in this manner.

In the playing of perfect fifths, the note that is too flat in pitch may be raised by leaning the finger more heavily upon that string. This is done best by turning slightly the finger and wrist and moving the elbow more to the right or more to the left as the case may be.

Octaves are most important in practicing, because they give the hand its frame, its basic shape. It is a good practice routine to play a scale with both fingers placed but sounding only one note; first the lower throughout, then the upper. (The same way of practicing can be applied to any kind of double stops.) In playing octaves as double stops, it is advisable to listen carefully to the lower note, since the ear is naturally quicker to hear the upper one and must be trained to hear the lower. One should not, however, make a habit of playing the lower note louder in order to hear it better. The extra bow pressure that would, in this manner, be put on the lower string can affect the pitch and would therefore require a special adjustment in the fingering.

In the playing of fingered octaves it is important to place the hand higher so that the first and second fingers reach back a little as the third and fourth stretch forward.

This same idea applies to tenths: it is best to place the hand in an intermediate position between the first and fourth fingers so that the hand can utilize its stretch in both directions, fourth finger upward and first finger downward, with no undue strain placed on either. The way in which the hand is placed in a central position is indicated in Example 11, which, by the way, is an excellent practice method for the development of tenths.

A difficulty frequently encountered in double stops is the failure of the fingers to articulate both notes of the double stop exactly at the same moment. The best way to deal with this problem is indicated in Example 12. A rhythmic variant that will shorten the troublesome notes will help most effectively in practicing.

As to shifting in double stops, the principles are fundamentally the same as in single notes.
In cases where undue tension exists and where the shift thereby becomes too cumbersome (as might happen in Example 13), the student should practice lifting off the first and third fingers (after having placed the second and fourth) just before starting the shift. The shift will then begin with the second and fourth fingers, and the first and third will quickly substitute themselves for the second-fourth combination. By relaxing the first and third fingers momentarily, in the manner suggested, the hand will be helped in gradually developing a relaxed feeling throughout the passage, and the heavy sliding will be eliminated. When this easier way of playing becomes established, the first and third fingers need no longer be raised before shifting. The same formula is even more important in practicing the fingered octaves.

When the shift is combined with a crossing of the strings, there is always one finger that acts as a pivot or leading finger. In Example 14, it is the third finger which connects the two double stops. It starts moving up on the A string toward F#. It does not, however, glide all the way up to the F# but is replaced en route by the second finger as the latter approaches its note, E.

In a shift from the lower to the higher strings, the same idea applies. In Example 15, the second finger is the pivot. At the moment the shift starts, the fourth finger lifts off, and the second finger, by gliding downward to C#, leads the hand into the first position. During the extremely short interval of the shift, the bow is contacting only the A string.

The playing of chords will be dealt with in some detail in the chapter on bowing. For the left hand, problems in chord playing arise especially when the chords follow each other in quick succession. This requires great agility in the fingers, since often several fingers (sometimes all four of them) have to move simultaneously from one place to another. To acquire the necessary skill, rhythmic studies, as outlined in Example 16, will be of great service as a practice device. The physical feel of the chord combination should precede the actual playing of the
chord. In fast successions of a number of chords, the fingers should physically anticipate as many chords ahead as possible.

For certain chords the shape of the hand and the position of the thumb have to change. For instance, in the chords quoted in Example 17, the arm and wrist must be turned inward toward the neck of the instrument for the first chord and outward for the second chord.

**Trills**

The principle that fingers should *not* be lifted high and should *not* strike hard is particularly true in its application to trills. When this principle is disregarded, then the building of tension and the slowing of the performance of the trill are the inevitable results. The trill should be light in execution, the fingers having a feeling of relaxed articulation, and the trilling finger should be kept close to the string. *Over-development of strength in the fingers is especially detrimental in executing the trill.*

It is necessary to realize that the lifting of the finger in the trill is as important as the dropping of it. In fact, the trill does not begin to form as such until the finger comes off the string.

Very often too much attention is paid to the *beginning of a short trill*, whereas it is the *ending* that requires special care: here a slight motion of pizzicato with the trilling finger will serve well to terminate the trill with clarity and crispness. This technique can be developed by using a study such as the Don t, Op. 35, No. 6. A few lines of it are practiced with the left hand pizzicato as indicated in Example 18.

**Left Hand Pizzicato**

In the playing of the left hand pizzicato, the string is pinched, with one of the fingers of the left hand. The elbow should be moved somewhat to the left so that more of the fleshy finger tip contacts the string and the plucking can take place in a more downward direction. The finger holding down the note that is to be sounded by the plucking finger has to be firmly set, or else the sound will be unsatisfactory.

**Harmonics**

Harmonics are as much a bowing problem as a left hand problem. Regarding the left hand, the fingers have to be placed exactly. For the artificial harmonics there must be a decidedly different feeling of pressure between the solidly-placed lower finger and the slightly-touching upper finger.
The double harmonic presents a special problem. Not only should the fingers be set very precisely, but also the bow should have a clear and even pressure. Sometimes one of the harmonic notes will change pitch because of the unevenness of the bow pressure. Generally speaking, it is possible to play out of tune because of wrong and uneven bow pressure.

The Chromatic Glissando

The chromatic glissando of the left hand is very similar in technique to the staccato of the right hand and should be practiced in much the same way. The finger making the glissando should be in rather a stretched (elongated) position. The wrist should be curved outward toward the scroll, the hand and arm rather tense, and the finger pressure solid. For the long glissando downward, the player’s chin has to take a firm grip on the instrument. The thumb extends backward along the neck of the instrument and a staccato motion is made with the left hand while the hand and arm move simultaneously downward from the higher to the lower positions. During this whole movement, the finger should not lose its elongated shape nor the wrist its outward bend until the lower positions are reached.

The best way of practicing the long glissando is by small sections (four to six or eight notes) in tempo, to get the driving feel of the hand. The thumb is placed so that it pulls the hand back for the allotted number of notes; then a break is made, the thumb re-sets itself, and the next section of the run is performed. It is best if each section is done several times before progressing to the next one. Lastly, as the sections are mastered, the whole glissando is played without pause. For the glissando from the lower to the higher positions, the same routines, in reverse direction, are to be followed, the thumb remaining somewhat more passive.

FINGERINGS

There are two aspects to fingering: the musical and the technical. Musically, the fingering should assure the best sound and finest expression of the phrase; technically, it should make the passage as easy and as comfortable as possible. The two are not always in agreement with each other, and when they are at odds it is imperative that the musical purpose not be sacrificed to comfort. Always, expression has to come first and comfort second. This important principle is often disregarded, especially by certain of the modern pedagogues (and editors) who dis-
play a considerable amount of ingenuity in devising fingerings that lie well in the hand, but that are deficient with regard to sound and expression.

In the field of fingering there have been several developments that have helped to advance the left hand technique such as: (a) more playing in the even-numbered positions, (b) the half-step shift, (c) position changes on open strings, (d) better chromatic fingerings, (e) new types of extensions outside of the frame, and, finally, (f) a new kind of fingering that is based on extensions or contractions, plus the subsequent necessary readjustment of the hand itself. This last can be called the creeping fingering. A few words must be said concerning each of these categories.

In the older schools of violin playing, a definite preference was given throughout to the first, third, fifth, and seventh positions whereas the second, fourth, and sixth were studiously avoided. This tradition was so deeply entrenched that it took a very long time to disestablish it. Gradually the discrimination against the even-numbered positions has disappeared, and they are now placed on an equal footing with the previously favored ones. To give an example would hardly be necessary.

A shift by a whole tone (with one finger) can not be made so that it is entirely unnoticeable, and, therefore, it will always add to a passage a certain amount of sliding that might be musically undesirable. If, instead, a half-step interval is used for the change of position, then the sound of shifting can be practically eliminated. Unless the tempo of the passage is very slow, this type of shift is performed by a sudden motion of the finger, which should be made to sound as nearly as possible like the articulation of another finger dropping on the string. In modern editions examples are plentiful. (See Example 29, page 35.)

General clarity can be improved further in two ways: first, fingering the passage so that the same finger is not used on two consecutive notes (shown in the first measure of Example 19); second, changing the positions while an open string is being played, as illustrated by the second measure of the quoted passage.

Example 19
Bach: Partita No. 1 in B Minor
Second double (measures 4–3 from end)

Example 20

The chromatic fingering of the older schools is awkward to play and is unsatisfactory in sound, because it uses too many slides (Example 20).
The modern fingering is both easier and better in sound. It uses the half-shift technique: the thumb stays in place while the fingers shift from half to second position as shown in Example 21.

For going up and down on one string, chromatically, the traditional 1-2, 1-2 sequence is now almost entirely replaced by the 1-2-3 or 1-2-3-4. See Example 22.

The application of this new principle is shown in two illustrations from the literature (Examples 23 and 24).

Extensions outside the frame have always been a part of the violinistic equipment, but in recent times many novel types of extensions have been added, and, in general, their use has become more frequent as well as more varied. To the old type of extension belong, for example, the reaching up of the fourth finger to play C on the E string in the first position or the reaching back of the first finger to play G♯ on the E string in the third position. Double extension of two fingers at the same time was known to the older schools mostly in the form of tenths. Characteristic of the modern type of fingering are double and multiple extensions in many other forms. (These are illustrated later in this chapter.) Such extensions will often be introduced in spite of the fact that they could well be replaced by a shift. The extensions in such cases are preferred either because they make for smoother technical functioning or for a better musical effect (such as the elimination of slides with a correspondingly clearer articulation of the passage) (Example 25).
This fingering eliminates the continuous slides that are unavoidable with the traditional fingering.

In customary fashion this modern type of extension is put to use in the creeping fingering. This is a change-of-position technique which eliminates the shift and is based on extensions—occasionally on contractions—followed by a readjustment of the hand. Whereas in the common extensions the hand does not move and the finger that makes the extension returns again to the frame, in the creeping fingering the finger places itself by stretching (or contracting) and then acts as a pivot for the establishment of a new hand position, a new frame. The hand follows the finger into the new position by a caterpillar-like crawling motion of adjustment (Example 27). Illustrations 9 and 11 show the preparation of the stretched finger prior to the readjustment of the hand (page 26). Illustrations 10 and 12 show the hand after the readjustment to the new position has been accomplished.

The appropriate technique can be developed by practicing exercises like those given in Example 26. Attention must be given to see that the pivot finger actually pulls the hand up (or down) and, in the process of doing so, changes its shape from elongated to square, or vice versa, according to circumstances, as shown in the illustrations.

Example 26(a)

* Extended finger. Hand adjusts to the new position on the following note.

Example 26(b)

† Fourth finger is placed in tune by stretching. Hand adjusts to the new position while the fourth finger is sounding.

† First finger is placed on its note by stretching. As first is sounding, the hand readjusts into the lower position.

With this type of fingering it is possible to cover a substantial section of any one string without audible shifting. The following examples illustrate the practical application of this method in producing a clearer and cleaner articulation.
In Example 27, two fingerings are given, one above the notes and the other below. In Example 29 the asterisks show the shift by a half-step slide, the dagger shows the extension of the fourth finger, after which the hand readjusts itself into the fourth position, and the double daggers show the downward contraction-creeping.

The new devices for the elimination of slides have led many violinists to the extreme of trying to avoid all slides. To do so deprives violin playing of a great deal of color and makes it dry and cold. The right idea is to do away with slides that are musically undesirable, but, by all means, not to cast out the good with the bad by eliminating also those glissando slides that are musically justified.

The use of fingering for coloring purposes has been known for a long time. The choice of a fingering to allow for an expressive glissando or the substitution of the third for the fourth finger for the sake of a better vibrato quality and richer sound...
Example 30
Vieuxtemps: Grand Concerto in D minor, Op. 31
First movement (measure 39 of the solo)
Un poco in modo recitativo

Example 31
Wieniawski: Concerto in D minor, Op. 22
First movement (measure 144)
Allegro moderato

Example 32
Franck: Sonata in A major for piano and violin
First movement (measure 99)
Allegretto ben moderato

Example 33
Bruch: Concerto in G minor, Op. 26
First movement (measures 36-37)

Example 34
Bach: Sonata No. 3 in C major
First movement: Prelude (measure 20)

are well known, and there is no need to amplify here. The "finger accent" (that particular emphasis produced by the lifting and hard hitting of a finger) has been mentioned previously. Such an accent is most effective when followed by an intense vibrato. A good illustration of its proper use is shown in Example 30.

The substitution of fingers is a very valuable fingering device. It can help the technical execution of a passage and/or its expressiveness. Where, in a slurred legato phrase, a note is repeated, the substitution must be made (Examples 31 and 32).

On the expressive side, the substitution can be used effectively in a succession of notes to change the character of the sound and the intensity of the vibrato (Example 33).

In Example 34, from the Bach C major Prelude, the substitution technique of shifting alternately from the second to the third finger and from the third to the second greatly facilitates the execution of this very troublesome measure.

Contrary to the professed convictions of most pedagogues, I most emphatically believe in varying the fingerings, in changing them from time to time. Scales, arpeggios, and other similar studies should be worked with different fingerings, as will be explained later in some detail; and when pieces that have been played before are taken up again, some of the fingerings may be altered. This keeps a piece from getting stale and frozen, stimulates the imagination, and gives a new freshness of approach. Nothing is worse in violin playing than becoming a slave either to tradition or to habit and of being bogged down, thereby, in a sort of musical rut. Sticking rigidly to the same fingerings is one of the ruts that make for inflexibility in performance and prevent the playing from acquiring that quality of spontaneity and near-improvisation that is so eminently desirable. It is, of course, not a question of fingering alone but rather a question of the whole attitude toward playing and performing. Fingering is one factor, by no means a negligible one; and I do feel that by acquiring (through building a facility in changing fingerings and bowings) an independence from set patterns, a violinist's whole mental approach to playing will gain in flexibility and freedom. That a player with such facility will not be ruffled when, by accident, he takes an unplanned fingering or bowing, is another added advantage of such training.

A teacher must, of course, prescribe fingerings as long as the student is not yet far enough advanced to choose his own. These must be in good taste and technically practical. The thoroughly proficient student should definitely be encouraged in independence and in his own personal variations in fingering. His whole style of playing will profit thereby.
VIBRATO

Types of Vibrato

The schools are, at present, divided on the question of what is the right form of vibrato. Should it be performed by the arm, the hand, or the fingers? Each of these three types has its characteristics, and I feel that because of their different color possibilities all three should be developed and used. The variety resulting from the combination of these three types gives the performer a far wider range of coloring and expressiveness and a more personal tone quality.

Although these three types can be fairly well isolated for practice purposes, it is only very rarely that a pure form of any one of them will be found in artistic performance. The developed vibrato may be centered either in the arm, the hand, or the finger, and that particular type will then predominate, but, if there is no stiffness to prevent it, each vibrato type will normally bring about an interplay of the neighboring muscles and therewith introduce elements of the other two types.

Within each of these three types, speed, width, and intensity can be varied to a fairly great extent, with the exception of a somewhat limited width in the finger vibrato. The player should be capable of controlling speed, width, and intensity within each type; of slowing, speeding up, or stopping the vibrato at will; of making the motion wider or narrower; or of changing the pressure of the finger and its angle with the string. He should be capable of changing from one type of vibrato to another in gradual transition with subtlety and smoothness so that no line of demarcation will be apparent. Moreover, he should be able to mix the various types. This is what is implied by perfect vibrato control. A player thus equipped is in a position to color his tone exactly as he feels it ought to be colored in any particular instance. This may sound somewhat artificial on paper, but once the vibrato is truly mastered in all of its aspects, the practical control becomes subconscious and spontaneous—from the "white" sound of no vibrato to that of the greatest intensity.

In general, the vibrato will have to be adapted to the dynamics of the bow, becoming more intense and wider in forte, more subdued, narrower, and less fast in piano. The arm vibrato is the most intense and the finger vibrato the gentlest. Strong dynamics will be more likely to bring the arm into action; soft passages will be limited to finger and hand. But there are exceptions: some soft passages require a very intense and fast type
of vibrato, and quite often the most forceful dynamics can be dealt with by the hand vibrato.

Although we will find that a wide vibrato is usually slower and a narrow one faster, the player has to be able to combine wide with fast as well as narrow with slow, because these combinations provide different shadings which are sometimes needed.

The vibrato coloring is, fundamentally, a matter of personal taste, but this personal taste must not lose sight of the requirements of musical style. Mozart will obviously call for a different coloring from Brahms. In Mozart, the vibrato will have to be narrower and combined with extreme clarity of tone. In Brahms, the vibrato will, for the most part, be wider and the tone production broader. Similar adjustments have to be made to fit the particular style of each composer and of each composition.

The combining of all of the types of vibrato with all of the dynamic nuances and shadings of which the bow is capable can result in an endless succession of possibilities for giving life, color, and variety to a violinist’s performance.

The Study of the Vibrato

One thing has to be emphasized at the beginning, since it applies to all forms of the vibrato with equal force: the hand must, under no circumstances, squeeze the neck of the instrument. Attempting to vibrate while squeezing will create an intense strain and paralyze any action of the hand. Almost all beginners will squeeze when they start out to learn the vibrato, because they feel that it is something very difficult and their psychological reaction is to hold on tightly. The first thing the teacher has to do is to loosen the student’s hand in its grip of the neck and then to check constantly to see that it remains flexible.

The Hand Vibrato. In this type of vibrato, the hand swings from a more-or-less immobilized arm. For this reason it is often referred to as the “wrist vibrato.” The finger elongates itself as the hand swings backward toward the scroll and then resumes its original curved position as the hand returns to its starting point. See Illustrations 13 and 14.

To practice this vibrato the hand is best placed in the third position with the lower part of the hand contacting the body of

* The terminology “wrist vibrato” is not accurate. It is as wrong to call the hand vibrato wrist vibrato, as it would be to term the arm vibrato, “elbow vibrato.”
the instrument (Illustration 15). The second finger is placed in tune on the A string (E₂), and the hand drops backward from the wrist and returns forward to its starting position. The finger submits to the motion by stretching and must not lose its place on the string by allowing itself to be pulled backward by the hand. The finger itself describes on the string a rocking motion whereby its point of contact changes from a place closer to the nail to one farther back on the finger tip. With this motion the pitch changes from the initial E slightly toward the flatted side. As the hand returns to the starting position, the finger resumes its original shape and point of contact on E₂, and therewith the vibrato cycle is completed. During the learning process, the contact of the lower palm of the hand with the body of the instrument has to be maintained in order to insure the immobilization of the arm. The side of the index finger will best be detached from the neck of the instrument. For the initial steps, it is good to start with an exact number of pulses per beat: two motions, then three, four, six, then more without counting them. Rhythmic variations such as those shown in Example 35 are very useful.

Resting the scroll of the violin on the music stand or against the wall is often a helpful device in the beginning stages.

Many beginners will have difficulty with the vibrato because they start the movement with the fingers instead of with the hand. They try to make the hand (or the arm) move by elongating the finger. Instead, the impulse should come from the hand (or arm). The finger should move only passively, yielding and letting itself be moved by the actions of the hand. The best way to overcome such difficulty when it exists is for the teacher first to ease up and free completely the position of the student’s hand; then to grasp the loose skin under the base knuckle of the vibrating middle finger (the second finger) and perform the vibrato swing for him. This will soon give the student the feeling for the correct movement and the passive yielding of the finger.

When the vibrato begins to function well in third position, it should then be tried in the lower positions. At the outset there may be some difficulty from the loss of hand-support on the instrument. In this case the teacher can insert two or three fingers between the lower part of the student’s hand and the body of the instrument, thus giving the latter the same feeling of support he has had in the third position, and immobilizing his arm, which is not used actively in the hand vibrato (Illustration 16). As soon as his vibrato gets well under way, the teacher withdraws his own fingers. In this way the student will quickly acquire independence from the hand-support. The teacher will

---

**Illustration 15** Setting the hand for the initial practice of the hand (wrist) vibrato.

**Example 35**

Third position

Stems up: hand in tune, forward position.
Stems down: hand rocks backward, slight flating of pitch.

**Illustration 16** Assisting the hand to vibrate in first position.
do well to see that there is no pressure on the neck of the instrument by the side of the first finger, when the development of the vibrato in the first position is being practiced. Transfer of the vibrato to the higher positions (above the third) will present a problem only when the hand is very high up the fingerboard. This is especially true on the G string where the elongated shape of the fingers may sometimes make the hand vibrato impractical. In such cases this type of vibrato has to be replaced by the arm vibrato.

**The Arm Vibrato.** The principles underlying the acquisition of the arm vibrato are much the same as those given for the hand vibrato. The impulse, instead of coming from the hand, now comes from the forearm, and, in this case also, the finger has to yield passively. The finger should be firm enough to hold the string down and to retain its place on the string, but flexible enough to submit to the motion of the arm. It must stretch and recurve with the backward and forward swing of the vibrato cycle. The same rhythmic methods should be applied just as described for the hand vibrato. At the beginning of the development of the arm vibrato, it is advisable to bend the wrist outward toward the scroll and to keep it locked in this position. To start in the first position will be as good as in any other position.

For starting this vibrato in positions higher than the third, it is often helpful, for practice purposes, to place the second finger on the string and to permit the hand to strike the rib of the instrument with every forward swing, as if playing a trill with the palm of the hand on the edge of the violin. This helps in acquiring evenness and rhythm in the movement.

The arm vibrato can occasionally serve a good pedagogical purpose in cases where a student has a very bad type of hand vibrato. It will often be advisable under such circumstances to stop the hand vibrato completely for a period of time and to replace it by an arm vibrato, rather than to attempt immediately to correct the faults of the former. The hand muscles will relax sooner in this manner, and when they do, the hand vibrato will almost immediately work better and more naturally.

**The Finger Vibrato.** A good finger vibrato is more difficult to acquire than are the other two types, and it should not be attempted until the hand and arm vibratos are under full control. The impulse comes from the finger itself, which swings from its base knuckle with the hand slightly yielding and moving passively in flexible response to the finger action. This vibrato is smaller in width than the other types. It can be practiced without the instrument by holding the left hand between the thumb and fingers of the right hand, as shown in Illustration 17, in

**Illustration 17.** Practice position for the finger vibrato.
order to immobilize the palm of the hand; thereupon a quick, shaking motion of the fingers is executed.

**The Finger Tip Vibrato** (simulated finger vibrato). In passages that are too fast to admit of a regular vibrato, but which should be expressive, the illusion of a vibrato can be created by flattening the fingers and letting them break slightly in their knuckles immediately after the note is sounded (Illustrations 18 and 19). The elbow is placed more to the left to flatten the fingers and the fingers themselves move in a lazy fashion, lifting but little and slowly, and dropping also slowly; after touching the string, the finger-knuckle gives in. Illustration 18 shows the finger at the very moment of contact with the string and Illustration 19 shows the breaking of the knuckle immediately thereafter.

The foregoing discussion would not be complete without calling attention to the fact that the shape of the player’s fingers has an important influence on the several types of vibrato. Those who have narrow and bony finger tips will be well advised to place the fingers on the strings using a flatter angle.

**Methods of Loosening the Finger Joints.** Any type of vibrato requires flexible and loose finger joints. Wherever there is a need to improve their flexibility, a good method is to place the fingers on the string and, without using the bow, alternate a stretching and a bending of the joint nearest the nail, by sliding the finger forward and backward on the string. Another method of loosening the finger joints is the substitution of lower numbered fingers for higher numbered fingers on the same note without moving either the hand or the wrist, using only finger action to accomplish the switch. Example 36 gives a sample exercise. It is to be performed throughout in any one position with the lower finger being stretched up to replace the higher finger in each case.

![Illustration 18 Setting the finger for the fingertip vibrato.](image1)

![Illustration 19 Collapsed finger in the fingertip vibrato.](image2)

*Example 36*

```
First position throughout
\[ \text{Diagram of finger positioning} \]
```

*Extensions without shifting the hand.*

The playing of the chromatic scale using the sliding fingering will also help to increase the flexibility of the finger joints; and the playing of scales or other exercises with flattened fingers (after the manner shown in Illustration 19) will aid the player in acquiring the feel of the flat joint. However, such practice
should be done solely for this particular purpose. Let us remind the reader that all of the aforementioned exercises should be practiced only by those who need them. The first one especially (breaking the knuckles inward) could have disastrous effects with a hand that is already too loose and weak in the finger joints.

**Special Problems in the Vibrato**

The foregoing discussion has dealt with the practice methods for the development of the various types of vibrato. It is necessary, however, to add a few words about the several aspects of the vibrato in general, beyond its initial stages of development.

**Intonation of the Vibrato.** It is important that the vibrato always go to the flattened side of the pitch. The ear catches far more readily the highest pitch sounded, and a vibrato that goes as much above pitch as below makes the general intonation sound too sharp. The finger should fall in tune on the string. The vibrato should slightly lower the pitch by swinging first backward, and then should re-establish the correct pitch by its forward swing. Whenever a distinct wavering of the pitch occurs, the reason for it may be one of the following: the vibrato is either too wide or too slow; the fingers are too weakly placed on the strings; or, there is too much sharpening of the pitch by the vibrato motion itself.

**Direction of the Vibrato Motion.** The vibrato motion does not normally occur exactly parallel to the length of the string, since this would deprive the vibrato of much of its ease as well as its range of motion. Rather, it directs itself across the string at an acute angle to the string's length.

**Speed of the Vibrato.** In general the vibrato may be speeded up by the simple device of reducing its width. The less distance the hand has to cover, the more vibrato cycles it can negotiate per beat. Besides, the idea of cutting down on the distance moved is less likely to produce tension in the student than is the definite focusing of the conscious effort directly on the speeding-up process. Although it is easier to attain greater speed when the width is small, one must be able also, as was said before, to vibrate wide and fast as well as narrow and slow.

One other factor must be mentioned in the speeding-up process, and that is the position of the wrist itself. If the wrist is set so that it bends slightly outward (toward the scroll), it will contribute to an increase of speed in the hand vibrato, since this tends, at the same time, to reduce the distance that can be covered.
**Double Stops with Vibrato.** Whenever problems occur in the vibrato on double stops, it is best to practice first one finger, then the other, with vibrato; lastly, both together. Certain chords, requiring the setting of three or more fingers, cannot be played with a wrist vibrato. In such cases, the only solution is the use of the arm vibrato.

**Continuity of the Vibrato.** There are players who have the bad habit of starting the vibrato after the note has already sounded and an appreciable length of bow has been expended upon it. This style of playing may have its place occasionally as a color factor, but it should not degenerate into a mannerism that is applied to every single note. The following exercise will help in correcting this bad habit.

1. Start a single note with an intense and sudden vibrato and then, while diminishing the sound, let the vibrato become more gentle. Repeat this on each note of the scale.

2. Next, practice long tones without diminuendo and keep the vibrato going without interruption during the change of bow stroke.

3. Finally, practice two or more notes legato (slurred) on one bow with the vibrato carrying over from one note to the next. In this exercise, the flow of the bow stroke produces a sympathetic feeling of continuity in the left-hand vibrato action.
Chapter Three
THE RIGHT HAND

We now turn our attention to the problems of the right hand, which generally cause most of the trouble for the violinist.

FUNDAMENTALS

The fundamentals have to do with the adapting of the natural motions of the right arm, hand and fingers to the technique of the bowing. These will be taken up under four headings: (1) the system of springs; (2) holding the bow; (3) the physical motions of the arm, hand, and fingers; and (4) the drawing of the straight stroke.

The System of Springs

To understand the functioning of the bow, one has to realize from the very outset that the whole right arm technique is based on a system of springs. These react in much the same way as do mechanical springs. Violinistically, they are partly artificial (such as the resilience of the bow hair and the flexibility of the bow stick) and partly natural (such as the joints of the shoulder, elbow, wrist, fingers, and thumb). If a bow were to be made whose stick and hair were entirely rigid and unyielding, it is not difficult to imagine how bad the tone and how im-
possible the performance of most of the varieties of bowing would be. On the other hand, given the very finest of bows, with perfect resiliency, nothing really constructive can be accomplished unless the natural springs are in working order; unless the joints of the fingers, thumb, hand, and arm are flexible and springlike. There has to be this resiliency and springiness in the functioning of the whole arm from shoulder to finger tips or else the tone will be hard and ugly, the bowing clumsy and uncontrolled.

Flexibility in the arm, hand, and fingers is as natural for their functioning as is flexibility in the legs, feet, and toes in the process of walking. There should be an appearance of ease in the bowing, and it should not resemble the stiffness that would occur if one were to try to walk without bending the proper joints.

The springs are not necessarily loose all of the time. We can, and we have to, set them at various degrees of firmness. With the bow, we do it by tightening and loosening the hair; with the natural springs, we can do it by muscular action. But even though the springs can occasionally be very firm, they must never lose their basic springlike quality by becoming actually rigid. Therefore, the bow should be held in such a way as to allow the freest play in the working of all of the springs involved, their interaction and coordination.

**Holding the Bow**

In describing how the bow should be held, the basic or neutral grip will be presented first. It is the bow-hand position that should be taught to beginners. However, in actual playing this position of the bow hand is not a fixed or invariable thing, but rather, as will be shown later in detail, it is subject to constant modification as the bow moves from one end to the other and as the player changes his dynamics, bowing styles, and tonal qualities.

The basic grip as given here permits the flexibility of the hand to develop rather quickly, because it is a natural position of the hand. This manner of holding the bow is designed chiefly to release the springs of the hand and fingers so that the bow can settle deeper into the strings. It is the best grip for the achievement of fullness and roundness of sound.

To set this basic position, take the bow in the left hand, pointing it vertically upward with the hair facing the player. With the right hand, form a circle by placing the tip of the thumb against the second * finger as shown in Illustration 20. Bring

this circle over to the bow, not directly at right angles but from slightly above (Illustration 21). Open the circle a little and insert the bow-stick so that the thumb contacts the stick and the frog. (The thumb should not be placed into the cut-out of the frog, nor should it protrude on the opposite side of the stick.) In doing all of this, the thumb should retain the same position in relation to the second finger that it had in the forming of the initial circle. This means that, above all, it has to retain its easy, natural, outward curve and has to keep the inner edge of its tip turned toward the second finger as shown in Illustration 22. The second finger will be curved over the stick opposite the thumb and will contact the stick at the joint nearest the nail. The third finger reaches over the frog (Illustration 22).

The fourth finger is placed on the stick rather close to the third finger. The section of the stick immediately above the frog is always of octagonal construction, even when the stick itself is round. In placing the fourth finger, its tip rests not directly on top of the stick, but instead on the inner side of the octagon, contacting the flat surface just next to the top. (Illustrations 23, 29, and 34 show this best.) In this position the fourth finger does not slide over the frog nor off the stick. This placement is important, because it facilitates the handling of many of the active controls in the various bowings in addition to its fundamental function of counterbalancing the weight of the bow.

The fourth finger is placed close enough to the third finger that a slight curve forms at each joint. If it is stretched too far out toward the end of the stick, the curves cannot form, and it becomes stiff and rigid, losing thereby its springlike action. This fourth finger can also become “locked” by curving too much and by being set too close to the third finger. A healthy medium has to be found, one in which the finger remains completely flexible and does not become stiff either by too much curve or by no curve at all.

The first finger is placed at a slight distance from the second finger and contacts the stick of the bow a little on the nail side of the middle joint (Illustration 23). This placement of the first finger enables the bow to get a far better hold on the strings as the attack is made, to “catch” the string as it were, on the down-bow especially; and the hand acquires more directly the feel of the resistance between bow-hair and string. When the contact with the bow is not in the right place on the finger (between middle knuckle and joint nearest the nail), the student can correct it by releasing the tip of the first finger from its contact with the stick and pushing it very slightly away from the second finger.
The four fingers on top of the bow stick should rest there with the same slight distance between them that is natural when the hand hangs loosely suspended from the wrist and completely relaxed. The single exception to this is that the first finger may be set very slightly away from the second finger.

Placed in this fashion, the fingers control a larger part of the bow and give a more secure hold on it. Placed too far apart, they can stiffen the entire hand. Placed too close together, they lessen the control and, when pressure is added, the sound will have a tendency to become strident. The worst mistake of all is to press the fingers against each other, thus creating a great deal of unnatural and useless tension.

The correct bow grip must be a comfortable one; all fingers are curved in a natural, relaxed way; no single joint (knuckle) is stiffened; and the correctly resulting flexibility must allow all of the natural springs in the fingers and the hand to function easily and well.

At the beginning of this section mention was made of the fact that the bow grip is subject to adjustments when various musical effects are desired. The mechanics of playing a forte and a piano dynamic, for example, are very different from each other; one should not expect that a single way of holding and manipulating the bow would be equally suited both to the production of a light, airy, and transparent sound and to the vigorous motion of the fast and broad détaché.

For the transparent sound, the first finger moves more toward its base joint in its point of contact with the stick and the other fingers come slightly off the stick (Illustration 24).

When the bow needs to settle into the string more, for breadth of sound, the position of the index finger will again be readjusted, as shown in Illustration 25. Here the wrist acquires a feeling of “pulling” the bow, and the first finger, in its slight spreading away from the middle finger, feels a closer contact with the stick and the functioning of the bow-hair on the string.

In the very broad and fast détaché, when the bow has a great speed of motion, it is generally useful to let the first finger contact the stick nearer the middle joint. This will require an adjustment in the shape of the other fingers as they rest on the stick (Illustration 26). For further discussion on applying these various bow grips, see the section on faulty tone production, pages 63–64 in this chapter.

The Physical Motions

All of the movements of the right hand are executed with the bow forming an integral part of the whole right-hand mech-
anism. Since the bow grip determines exactly how the bow is being integrated into this playing unit, the grip itself has to be discussed before a survey of the various movements of the finger-hand-arm entity can reasonably be presented.

An outline of the basic movements occurring in the handling of the bow follows, its purpose being to serve as an easy reference guide in the subsequent text and thereby to avoid unnecessary repetitions. The motions will be classified and described as simply as possible with neither the intention nor the pretense of giving a physiologically exact or complete account.

Before dealing individually with these classified motions, it is pertinent to call attention to the fact that all natural motions of the hand, arm, and fingers as such are circular in character. The motion of bending at any one joint causes an arc to be described by the outer extremity of the section of the arm in motion. Therefore, straight-line motion forms only through a combination of movements which are naturally circular. Further discussion will be found on pages 51 and 53.

In reading the following discussion it is a good idea to keep in mind that the finger motions are used for the smaller, more delicate adjustments and that the hand and arm come into play as the broader and less sensitive effects are desired.

MOTIONS OF THE FINGERS AS SUCH.

*Vertical Motion* (Illustration 27). The fingers, and thumb, in combination, can move in a way that will raise and lower the bow vertically. This motion can be delegated entirely to the fingers, with the hand having no part in it but remaining static in the wrist joint. Suspending the bow an inch above the strings, such finger action places it on the strings and lifts it off again. It should be practiced in this manner.

*Horizontal Motion* (Illustration 28). This is the horizontal stroke-motion. The fingers and thumb can move the bow in the lengthwise direction of the stick and can therefore execute short, regular bow strokes of their own accord. At the end of such down-bow strokes, the thumb and fourth finger will be almost entirely straightened and in reversing the motion for the up-bow, the fingers and thumb gradually resume their original curved position. One must pay particular attention to the thumb in this motion to see that it is active in the straightening and recurving process. This movement should be practiced first in the middle of the bow, using very small strokes.

*Horizontal Turning (Pivoting) Motion* (Illustration 29). This motion causes the point of the bow to swing in a horizontal arc around the tip of the thumb as a center (upper hand in Illustration 29). With the second finger passive, this motion
involves a stretching forward of the fourth finger by pushing with it at its point of contact on the stick and simultaneously pulling on the bow with the first finger. The third finger reacts with the fourth finger. The reverse motion brings the fingers back to their original position. This action varies the angle of the bow in relation to the bridge and is used in minor adjustments in the direction of the bow-stroke, especially in short, reiterated strokes as in the spiccato or the quick détaché.

Vertical Turning (Pivoting) Motion (Illustration 30). This is the motion that causes the bow to rotate vertically so that the point of the bow describes a perpendicular arc around the tip of the thumb as center. When the bow is held in the air horizontally, the vertical rotation can be achieved by alternately pressing and releasing the fourth finger. Pressure in the fourth finger will cause the tip of the bow to swing upward. Releasing the pressure will allow the weight of the bow to swing it back downward. The bow thus rocks vertically around the fulcrum of the thumb and second finger. Consequently, this type of finger action (second finger stationary, first finger moving down when the third and fourth fingers move up) can be used to control and vary the pressure applied to the strings. It has other applications as well, such as in string crossings near the frog of the bow in which this particular type of motion supplements a rotation of the hand in the wrist joint.

Lengthwise-Axis Rotation. By rolling the bow between the thumb and fingers, it can be made to rotate around its own lengthwise axis so that the stick will alternately lean toward the bridge or toward the fingerboard. This motion of the fingers is only rarely used, but it can serve to help regulate the amount of hair that contacts the string. In actual playing, however, it is more practical to achieve this type of regulation by "wrist-motion" (lowering or raising the hand in the wrist joint).

The small and subtle motions of the fingers and the thumb, as described in the preceding paragraphs, are used for many delicate controls. They are the little precision tools that are needed for the exacting and sensitive jobs as contrasted with the big tools that do the work when the larger and more robust effects are called for.

Motions of the Hand in the Wrist Joint (Illustration 31). The motions under this heading are those that are most commonly called "wrist motions." This terminology, at best, lacks precision, since the motions in question are actually movements of the hand from the wrist and not, as the terminology suggests, of the wrist as such. However, having made this observation, we shall not be overly pedantic about it.
Vertical Movement of the Hand. The hand can swing up and down in relation to the forearm. “Up” and “down” are to be understood as motions which originate from a level position of the forearm and hand, held horizontally, palm downward, wrist flat, as shown by the middle hand in Illustration 31. The up motion of the hand forms a so-called “low” wrist, a bending in or pushing down of the wrist (upper hand in the illustration). This reverses itself when the hand drops downward, forming the “high” wrist (lowest hand in Illustration 31).

Horizontal Movement of the Hand. Again, let us suppose that the hand is held horizontally in a straight line with the forearm, palm downward. A certain amount of lateral motion is possible for the hand, in the direction of the thumb, left, and toward the fourth finger, right. This movement has a much smaller range than the up and down motion, but it is, nevertheless, highly important in many types of bowing.

These two motions can be combined so as to allow the hand to move in any direction, and to describe completely circular motions around the axis that runs lengthwise of the forearm.

MOTIONS OF THE FOREARM.

Open-Close Motion. The forearm can bend and straighten, hinge fashion, in the elbow joint with the effect of closing and opening the arm. This is probably the most important of all bowing movements and it is used in almost every type of bowing stroke.

Forearm Rotation. The forearm can rotate in the elbow joint around its own lengthwise axis so that it can turn the hand, without any assistance from the upper arm, from a position with the palm facing the floor to one almost directly facing the ceiling. This is the movement used so much in daily life for turning door knobs or keys in locks. Very important in bowing technique, it is a motion that is often mistaken for a hand movement. The technical terms for these turning motions are: (1) palm turning downward, pronation; (2) palm turning upward, supination.

MOTIONS OF THE UPPER ARM. The upper arm has the widest range of possible motions, but only two are useful for the bowing.

Vertical Motion of the Upper Arm. This is the motion of the upper arm which swings the elbow out away from the body and permits it to drop again close to the side. The motion is used mainly in the crossing of strings.
Horizontal Motion of the Upper Arm. This is the motion from left (front) to right (back) and return which is common to the plain bow stroke, especially when the bow is used between the frog and the middle.

A combination of these two motions can result in all varieties of oblique and curved motions, which occur in the many types of bowings. For instance, the motion that forms the horizontal bow stroke on the G string will become a mixture of the two when crossing to the E string.

Apart from all of these motions, which have their own legitimate places within the technique of the bow arm, one encounters often another movement, that of raising (shrugging) the shoulder. This occurs frequently as the bow approaches the frog. Such a movement has no place at all in a sound bowing technique. In fact, it is the evil source of frustrations and disturbances in the bow arm and, for the sake of a healthy bowing development, should be eliminated as soon as possible.

Drawing the Straight Bow Stroke

The straight bow stroke from frog to tip is the foundation of the entire bowing technique. The bow has to be drawn in a straight line, parallel to the bridge, for two good reasons. One is that a crooked bow stroke causes the bow to change promiscuously its place of contact on the string and to vary at random its distance from the bridge. The second reason is that a crooked bow stroke impairs the quality of the sound. (See also page 61.)

The chief problem in the straight bow stroke is to be found in the fact that action in the form of a straight line does not come naturally to the members of the human body. The bending of the joint causes circular motion to take place, as was said before. This being the case, a straight line can result only through the well-coordinated combination of circular motions. This fact alone explains why it is that beginners, as well as many players who are a good way past the beginning stages of study, have such great difficulty in drawing a straight bow with ease and assurance.

THE THREE STAGES OF THE STROKE: TRIANGLE, SQUARE, AND POINT. There are three distinct stages of the whole-bow stroke. (1) When the bow is set on the strings at the very frog, a triangle is formed by the arm and instrument as shown in Illustration 32. (2) When the bow is set on the string at approxi-
mately the middle (the exact place varies with the individual player) a square is formed (Illustration 33). Notice that this right angle in the elbow will form somewhere in every bow arm. By straightening up this square (which with some players becomes more of an elongated rectangle) the player will find that his shoulder will tend to relax, his arm to hang naturally from the shoulder, and his wrist to become almost level with his arm and hand. (3) When the bow is set on the strings at the tip, the right arm is then stretched out nearly straight, the elbow’s right angle now becoming almost a straight angle (Illustration 34).

The control of the bow is easiest and most natural near the square position, and it is best, therefore, to begin the study of the bow stroke at the square and to work from there toward the point and the frog.

**THE SQUARE** (Illustration 33). The exact location of the square position varies somewhat from one individual to another, but it can be located easily by bending the elbow to form a right angle and then setting the bow on the strings so that it is parallel to the bridge. Approximately the middle of the bow will contact the strings in most cases, but with those whose arms are long from shoulder to elbow, the point of contact will move upward somewhat toward the tip. Forming the square with the bow resting on the G string and using the basic bow grip as described, the hand and forearm will then be lined up in approximately a level plane, roughly parallel to the floor. As each consecutive string is played, the plane of the stroke changes its angle with the floor, tilting more and more downward toward the right.

With the bow resting on the G string and the arm at the square position, the hand will then be in its neutral relationship with the arm; that is to say, it will be neither raised above the level of the wrist nor dropped below nor bent sideways. The square position, therefore, forms a starting position for free play in all directions.

In this position, the stick of the bow is very slightly tilted toward the fingerboard. The bow-hair crosses the string at a perfect right angle to the string’s length. The player’s shoulder must be completely relaxed at all costs, and should remain in this relaxed state throughout the drawing of the stroke from one end of the bow to the other. It is not only advisable, but also imperative, to stress shoulder relaxation from the very beginning.

**THE SQUARE TO POINT** (Illustration 34). To draw the bow successfully from the square to the point, as the bow-hand moves outward to the right, it must also push very gradually forward in approaching the tip of the stick in order to preserve the bow’s
parallel relationship with the bridge. This motion is performed by stretching the forearm and pushing forward with the upper arm.

The reason underlying the necessary forward motion rests in the circular character of the natural movements of the arm. As the point of the bow is approached, unless the upper arm purposely pushes forward, the lower arm will naturally describe a backward-moving arc as it opens up on the down-bow. This opening out of the arm at the elbow is not sufficient in itself to preserve the straightness of the stroke. The bow hand has to reach gradually frontward as the arm straightens. For the sake of brevity we have called this forward motion on the down-bow the “out” motion. Thus, from the square to the point, the bow moves out on the down-bow.

As the out motion takes place, the hand leans slightly to the left (pronation), thus adding a little more pressure to the bow and giving a small outward contour to the under side of the wrist. Any further precision adjustment that may be needed can then be made with the extended finger motion shown in Illustration 29 (pivotal motion, little finger pushing forward).

In returning up-bow from the point to the square, the motions are reversed. The elbow gradually bends, bringing the forearm from its straight-line position back to its right angle relationship, as the middle of the bow is approached. The upper arm begins to pull backward as the up-bow stroke starts. This backward motion we shall term the “in” motion. The hand and arm return to the square position.

Especially in playing in the upper half of the bow should one have a sensation of ease and freedom of motion in the forearm and elbow.

Players who have difficulty in negotiating the required outward (forward) reach as they approach the point of the bow will do well to try swinging the scroll of the instrument into a position pointing more nearly straight ahead instead of so far to the left. Conversely, players with long arms will often feel more comfortable when they hold the instrument farther to the left. With children, the difficulties of the outward reach are often aggravated by a bow that is too long. In this case, they should be given shorter bows or told not to use that section, near the point, which causes the trouble. This will not interfere in any way with their using the entire length later on when the arm has become sufficiently long.

the square to the frog. As the bow progresses from the square position to the frog, the elbow swings forward and the hand drops easily and naturally from the wrist. At the frog i-
self, the wrist becomes the slightly curved fulcrum or point of suspension, with the elbow freely hanging on one side and the bow-hand and bow on the other. In this position the bow and elbow counterbalance each other.

Moving up-bow from the square to the frog, the stick of the bow should tip gradually and slightly toward the fingerboard. This tilting accomplishes three things: (1) it preserves the straightness of the bow stroke as the frog is approached, since the arm is foreshortened as the hand gradually drops from the wrist; (2) it removes the inner edge of the hair from the strings, thus compensating for the natural increase of bow weight and pressure on the strings at the frog of the bow; (3) it contributes the correct type of bend and flexibility to the wrist-action.

One should take care not to exaggerate the tilting motion, since it can cause too high a wrist at the frog, which is very undesirable.

To achieve all of these necessary motions, the shoulder muscles must remain relaxed, the shoulder unshrugged, so that the upper arm is completely free to swing comfortably forward (toward the left) as the frog is approached. This forward motion can be seen clearly in the movement of the elbow, which describes a forward arc as the bow approaches the frog.

In bowing in either direction from the square (toward the point or toward the frog), the various elements of the motions have to be combined into a natural and harmonious unit. None should be over-emphasized, none left out. It is up to the player to see that a good balance is obtained with neither too much nor too little of each element.

For example, in approaching the frog an excessive raising of the wrist with a consequent excessive dropping of the hand will make the wrist form a right angle. This is definitely undesirable and will show a one-sided over-emphasis.

Equally injurious will be an excessive lateral bend of the wrist at the frog, a curving of the wrist toward the player's chin. This type of inward curve in the wrist is bound to tighten and cramp the functioning of the entire bowing unit. It is often encountered with players who have been taught to keep the wrist completely flat at the frog.

The slant of the instrument affects the appearance of the right elbow. Certain players hold the violin high in such a way that the top has very little inclination but is instead horizontal and parallel to the floor. Such players seem to have a high elbow without this actually being so. What is really important in this whole question is the interrelationship of the wrist, the elbow, and the position of the instrument, not merely the absolute height of the elbow itself. As long as the elbow (at the
frog of the bow) is lower than the wrist, it cannot be considered a high elbow.

TONE PRODUCTION

Thus far we have established the fact that good tone production is dependent upon two things, the flexible springlike action of the arm and bow, and the motion of the stroke at right angles to the length of the string. These are fundamentals, but in no sense do they tell the whole story relative to tone production. It is now our purpose to discuss in more detail this important question.

The Three Main Factors: Speed, Pressure, and Sounding Point

Taking for granted a bow stroke moving parallel to the bridge, we must consider these three fundamental factors for the right hand: (1) the speed of the bow stroke, (2) the pressure it exerts on the strings, and (3) the point at which it contacts the string. This latter will be termed the "sounding point." These three factors are interdependent, inasmuch as a change in any one of them will require a corresponding adaptation in at least one of the others. How this interdependence works is briefly indicated in the following examples which, however, are not exhaustive in their coverage of the subject.

Increase of pressure with constant sounding point requires an increase of speed in the bow; decrease of pressure requires decrease of speed of stroke.

Increase of pressure with constant speed of bow stroke requires the sounding point to move toward the bridge.

Decrease of pressure with constant speed of bow requires the sounding point to move toward the fingerboard.

Greater speed with constant pressure requires the sounding point to move toward the fingerboard.

Slower speed with constant pressure requires a move toward the bridge.

In the foregoing examples one of the elements is always given as a constant. When change occurs in all three factors, a great variety of combinations can result. In the following paragraphs, each of these factors will be discussed individually.

SPEED. Greater speed of bow stroke per time unit means greater energy transmitted to the violin. If pressure (the other energy producing factor) remains constant, a change in speed will produce a change in dynamics: increase of speed will mean increase in sound; decrease of motion, decrease in sound. For
a tone or a tone-sequence that requires the same dynamic throughout, the simplest and therefore the best way to bow is with equalized speed; this will also, under the circumstances, entail equal pressure and identical sounding point. Equal speed of the bow means, of course, equal division of the bow for equal time units. For instance, if four quarter notes are to be played within one whole bow, each single quarter note should be played with one-fourth of the bow. If there are a dotted half note and a quarter note, the dotted note will have to have three quarters of the bow and the second note one quarter. A well-controlled and logical division of the bow is of the greatest importance. When it is absent, unwanted dynamics or undesirable tone quality or both will be the result.

One of the most frequent faults found in this connection is that many players waste too much bow at the beginning of the stroke and therefore run out of bow toward the end. When this happens, such players start squeezing and pinching with the small remainder of the stroke resulting in a choking of the tone quality, coupled with an uneven dynamic rendition. Other players sometimes find too much bow left over at the end and, in an effort to use up the excess bow, give a sudden jerk with equally unfortunate results. Such bad effects are by no means limited to the two ends of the bow, for at any place in the bow’s length a deficiently planned and executed division of the bow can cause undesirable accents, crescendos, decrescendos, and sudden unwanted changes of tone quality.

A special problem in connection with speed occurs in patterns like these in Example 37.

If we want to stay in the same part of the bow, the speed of the up-bow will have to be three times as fast as that of the down-bow. Such changes in speed, imposed by certain rhythmic patterns, create some of the most difficult of bowing problems. (This will be discussed further on pages 86-7.) The immediate problem is that the sudden increase in speed produces an increase in sound. If such a dynamic change is not desired, then a quick adjustment has to be made by reducing the pressure for exactly the right amount to compensate for the increase in speed. This necessarily involves, also, a simultaneous move of the sounding point toward the fingerboard (pages 59-60).

Where the dynamic is not meant to be even—be it for outright accents, crescendos, the subtle nuance that is necessary for good phrasing, the little inflection that gives life to a single note, or whatever—a variation of speed in the stroke will be called for, mostly in combination with a corresponding increase in pressure. For example, on a four-beat steady-crescendo note,
about one-third to one half of the bow should be saved for the last beat. Similarly, in phrasing, the climax note should have more bow, while the closing note, in tapering off as it ought to, will have less. Very delicate shadings can be obtained. These subtle manipulations of the bow speed realize them in the smoothest way possible.

PRESSURE. The pressure that the bow applies to the strings can derive either from the weight of the bow, the weight of the arm and hand, from controlled muscular action, or from a combination of these factors. The bow, being a lever, follows the ordinary principles of leverage. Its weight will be felt least at the tip and will increase gradually with the distance from the tip until it becomes heaviest at the frog. The same principle applies to the pressure that originates from muscular action or from the transfer of arm and hand weight; its effect will naturally decrease toward the point of the bow and increase toward the frog. An unhappy consequence of this lever characteristic is the violinistically-very-awkward fact that an equal pressure or weight applied throughout the bow results in an unequal pressure on the strings. Consequently, wherever an even dynamic is needed, the pressure-weight combination applied has to be uneven. The pressure must be stronger toward the point to counteract the loss of weight in the bow and correspondingly decreased toward the frog where the bow’s weight is heaviest.

What counts in tone production is not just the amount of pressure used but, if one may so term it, the quality of the pressure. This is determined by the manner in which the pressure is transmitted. The main point is that it must not, under any circumstances, take effect as a dead weight, inelastic and inarticulate, that would crush the vibrations of the string or, at best, produce a tone of inferior quality. Instead the weight of the arm and hand and the pressure from the muscles should be transmitted through the flexible and well-coordinated system of springs, natural and artificial, which was outlined at the beginning of this chapter. These springs can transform weight or pressure into an impulse that makes the string respond in a manner that is thoroughly alive and susceptible to the finest modulations. All of the springs have to be working. Any stiffness in any joint between finger tips and shoulder is a spring “out of commission” that will hinder the transmission of energy. A rigid or shrugged shoulder, for instance, will eliminate the weight of the arm as a usable pressure element.

Any other rigidity will have no less deplorable an effect. The fewer springs there are in action and interaction, the more in-
flexible and unyielding becomes the whole system of pressure transmission.

Regarding the matter of firmness, the springs can be set, upon occasion, very firmly, but they must never become completely inflexible. The performer’s choice of the right interplay of springs, the right setting of their firmness or looseness, the right proportion of muscular pressure and of arm and hand weight, cannot possibly be achieved by calculation. He cannot decide beforehand to apply so much pressure from this muscle, so much from that, so much weight from the bow, so much from the hand and arm, or to use this much springiness in finger knuckles or wrist, and so on. What is important is that the springs be in good working order and adaptable to various grades of flexibility, and that the whole right arm mechanism function as an organic unity. Thereafter, the musical imagination, desiring certain sounds, and the ear, listening attentively for positive results, will automatically bring forth the necessary coordination of all elements involved. Thus, listening ability becomes of paramount importance in finding the right procedure to adopt.

Before leaving this subject of pressure, it is pertinent to call attention to the fact that inaccurately controlled pressure can cause a change of pitch. In this way, faulty bow action affects the intonation.

**Sounding point:** The third main factor in tone production is the *sounding point.* We may define this term as that particular place, in relationship to the bridge, where the bow has to contact the string in order to get the best tonal results. That this point changes location with the varying speeds and pressures of the bow has already been established. It should now be added that some other factors in addition to speed and pressure have an influence on the location of the sounding point. These are the length, the thickness, and the tension of the string itself. It is not necessary to go into the physical basis for this. All that needs to be understood is the fact that on thinner strings the sounding point is closer to the bridge than on thicker strings and that in the higher positions the sounding point is also closer to the bridge than in the lower positions. This means, of course, that with every change from one string to another and with each shift of the left-hand position, the sounding point has to change, however slightly, if the speed and pressure of the bow are to remain the same. This fact brings with it a complication in the playing of double stops, especially if one of the two strings is being stopped at a place much closer to the bridge than the
other string. In such a case we have two distinct sounding points, and obviously some kind of compromise will have to be found. How to effect the compromise will depend on the musical context, whether one note is more important than the other. In Example 38, for instance, it is obvious that the sounding point for the D string has to be given more consideration than the one for the G string.

With all of these many factors influencing the sounding point, it would seem almost impossible to find the right sounding point at any given moment. Yet like many another facet of the violinist’s technique, which often seems very complicated, the solution here, too, is quite simple for those who have a good technical equipment, a good ear, and a sound musical instinct. Such players will arrive at a degree of proficiency at which they apparently find the right sounding point instinctively by feeling the way toward and away from the bridge. The prerequisite for this is the technical ability first to find the sounding point and then to know how to keep it and how to change it upon demand. A player whose ear is not keen or not alert enough to guide him to the best sounding point, or whose bow technique does not allow him to follow his ear, will, of course, never achieve satisfactory tone production. Generally, he will not make even a barely passable tone unless he is constantly and thoroughly trained over a period of time.

How to acquire skill in locating, in keeping, and in changing the sounding point is outlined in the following exercises.

The basic technique required is the ability to change the point of contact of the bow with the string. If this ability is lacking, the correct sounding point can neither be sought out nor followed in its frequent moves between the bridge and fingerboard.

One method of varying the point of contact is to glide the bow away from the bridge or to pull it toward the bridge in such a way that it never relinquishes its right angle relationship to the string (page 61). A second method makes use of the fact that a stroke that is moving slightly nonparallel to the bridge will permit the bow to slide toward or away from the fingerboard, depending upon the oblique direction it assumes.
On the down-bow, a turning of the point of the bow away from the bridge will cause the bow to slide toward the fingerboard, whereas turning in the opposite direction will cause the bow to slide toward the bridge. This applies to the down-bow stroke only. The reverse is true on the up-bow. Let us now suppose that the sounding point is to move toward the fingerboard on a down-bow, as it will, for example, in a diminuendo. In this case the point of the bow should be made to turn away from the bridge. This is accomplished by not reaching far enough forward with the bow hand as the tip is approached. As a result, the bow begins its slide toward the fingerboard. To move the bow toward the bridge, on the down-bow, the player will exaggerate the reaching forward of the bow hand as the stroke nears the point of the bow, thus making the tip turn in toward the bridge. In the up-bow these methods are reversed.

After achieving facility in this moving of the bow from one point of contact to another, it is best to proceed to exercises for the exact location, maintenance, and precise change of the sounding point.

First, it is good to start with a long note, bowing slowly with a rather heavy pressure and seeking a place near the bridge where the most resonant sound is produced. Having located this correct sounding point, continue to draw the bow with the same amount of pressure but with a gradually increasing speed of stroke, in the meantime following the sounding point on its move toward the fingerboard. Listen for the same resonant sound throughout.

Second, take a similar exercise, but this time start with a light pressure and use fairly fast strokes. Find the best sounding point (which under these conditions will be away from the bridge and nearer the fingerboard). Gradually increase the pressure without changing the speed of the strokes. With the speed constant, the sounding point will move toward the bridge.

Next, take an exercise using a dotted half note on the down-bow followed by a quarter note on the up-bow. Balance the sound so that they are of equal loudness. (See also the exercises for the son filé in the chapter On Practicing, page 103.) In the present exercise, more pressure has to be put on the half note and less on the quarter note. The sounding point for the shorter note is closer to the fingerboard.

Now, vary this exercise by using a five-count note followed by a one-count note, the first down-bow, the second up-bow. Then reverse and start up-bow on the long note, taking the short note down-bow. Balance the tone on each stroke.

Finally, practice a quarter note, half note, quarter note se-
quence, in which the bow will have to approach the bridge on the half note.

Work all of these exercises, first keeping the same amount of sound throughout: all forte, all piano. Then try varying the dynamic thus: one note piano, the next forte, and so on. Many other combinations of a similar nature will suggest themselves. Attention might be called to the fact that the glide of the bow (shifting the sounding point immediately while retaining the right angle contact with the string) is of especial value in the instant change from forte to piano and vice versa. The glide technique should be used here.

Having gone through these exercises, practice the son filé—the very long sustained tone. Keep the length of the notes the same, using a whole bow for each note and holding it as long as possible. Change the dynamic from one note to the next in this manner: pianissimo on the first note, piano on the next, then mezzo piano, mezzo forte, forte, fortissimo; then gradually return to the pianissimo by reverse steps. Continuous contact must be maintained with the most resonant sounding point.

Each of the foregoing exercises should be played first on one single pitch throughout the entire exercise. Afterwards, it is recommended that these exercises be practiced in different positions, with varying notes, including the crossing of strings, since all of these factors influence the location of the sounding point, as was explained before.

The Slightly Slanted Stroke

It was stated previously that the perfectly straight bow stroke is the foundation of all bowing technique. Until now it has been assumed that the bow is perfectly parallel to the bridge at all times. However, it is a fact that in drawing a singing tone at not too great a speed, the most resonant sound will be produced when the bow is at an extremely slight angle with the bridge—in such a fashion that the point of the bow is always a little more toward the fingerboard and the frog slightly closer to the player’s body. The bow thus takes an ever-so-slight turn in the clockwise direction. The angle of slant is always the same and does not change from down-bow to up-bow. Technically, the bow should follow an identical path on both strokes, down and up.

A slant in the opposite direction, the point nearer the bridge and the frog farther away, produces generally inferior tonal results. The facts as stated here can be confirmed by anybody whose ear is sensitive to shades of resonance and color. It is the
car that has to be the judge of when and in what amount the slant should be applied.

**Character and Color of the Tone; Various Styles of Tone Production**

We have seen how a certain pressure and speed determine the location of the sounding point for any given note and how a certain chosen sounding point combined with a certain speed determine the necessary pressure, and so on. The understanding of this relationship is of great importance, but it must not lead to the false belief that there is only one combination of the three factors possible in any given instance. In most cases the player has several possibilities to choose from as far as the mixing of the basic factors is concerned. The several choices result in various styles of tone production. For simplicity's sake, we shall reduce these to two main types that are the most characteristic.

Type One relies mainly on speed to bring out the dynamic differences required in the music; consequently, much bow will be used without too much pressure. The sounding point will have a tendency to be farther away from the bridge.

Type Two relies mainly on pressure, which will be used in combination with a rather slow speed in the bow and a resulting tendency for the sounding point to hover in the neighborhood of the bridge.

These two types differ as to the character of the color in the sound. A tone produced with much bow and little pressure has a light, loose character; one produced with much pressure and little speed has a quality of denseness and concentration. In addition, the accompanying change in the position of the sounding point in itself brings about a change in color: the nearer the bridge, the brighter the color, the more incisive the timbre; in the neighborhood of the fingerboard, the color is paler, more delicate and pastel-like.

There is hardly a finished violinist who will at all times adhere strictly to only one of these types. But there are a great many whose style of tone production will always stay very close to a single type, never straying very far away from it. Those who do so limit severely the expressive scope of their playing. Every violinist is well advised to master not only these two basic types but to learn to mix them in all sorts of combinations and thereby to achieve command over a wide range of sound-character and timbre.

If, in addition to the foregoing variations in coloring, one uses at will the several types of vibrato with their different shad-
ings, then it becomes clear that the possible combinations are innumerable and can yield an infinitely diversified palette of the most varied character, color, and quality of sound.

**Faulty Tone Production**

Whenever anything is done that is contrary to the principles of good tone production, whether it be to use a crooked bow stroke or a wrong combination of the three basic factors, the result will be an undesirable tone quality that can range from scratching and rasping to whistling and squeaking. Apart from such obvious faults, tone production can also be defective because of the wrong setting of the natural springs and a resulting wrong combination of pressure and weight factors.

Two main types of defect are frequently found: the tight sound and the very loose sound. The first results when the springs in the fingers are too firm, the latter when they are too loose.

To loosen the springs in the tight sound, it will help most to play a fast, light tremolo with very short strokes near the very point of the bow with only the index finger and the thumb holding the bow and the other fingers removed from contact with the bow. When the feeling of greater looseness is well established in the hand and fingers, one should then proceed to play with a détaché stroke in the upper half of the bow, in the same fashion, with only the index finger and the thumb holding the bow. When this can be done with ease, the other fingers should be replaced on the bow without pressure, the détaché continued, and the attention centered on a singing quality of tone. This same exercise is very helpful in improving the quality of the double piano. Refer to Illustration 24, page 47.

A frequent cause for the tight sound is a bow grip in which the index finger and the second finger hold the stick too close to their tips. This grip, in strong dynamics, requires an overdose of muscular pressure and, therefore, has a tightening effect on the springs. In such a case the bow should be held deeper in the hand, with the fingers contacting the stick farther from the nails and closer to the middle joints. This will permit a loosening of the springs and a better utilization of the weight factor with a corresponding reduction of pressure as such. Holding the wrist slightly higher and using less pressure on the strings will also help to overcome this particular tonal trouble.

If the sound is too loose, the opposite should be done: the springs, especially those of the fingers, should be tightened and some pressure added by the fingers and the hand, thus returning weight to the strings. One should try to keep the wrist toward
the right with a feeling of *pulling* the bow, the wrist leading in both the down-bow and up-bow directions. The wrist should not be lowered.

**BOWING PATTERNS**

In the following survey of bowings I have tried to list and describe those characteristic patterns of execution that can be considered basic types. This is, by no means, a complete catalogue, since these basic types can be mixed to form a great variety of new patterns.

The principles already discussed, regarding the straight bow stroke (the "direction—out, in"), the system of springs, and the tone production with its relationship of speed, pressure, and sounding point, *apply to all of the various bowings*.

*Legato (Marking: \( \text{\textcopyright} \text{\textcopyright} \text{\textcopyright} \))*

In the slurring of two or more notes on one bow stroke, which is called the *legato*, we are faced with two main problems. One is concerned with the change of fingers in the left hand, the other with the change of strings. Considering the finger problem, we see that the basic need is that the bow must not be disturbed by what the left hand is doing. If difficulties are present on this account, it is advisable to practice an exercise of the type quoted in Example 39, in which the notes to be fingered are immaterial and can be varied at discretion.

![Example 39](image)

*On these slurs, the feeling in the bow arm should be the same as for the open string whole notes.*

A certain complication arises when the fingering during a slur involves a substantial change of position. This will not only require a change of sounding point, but will frequently also call for the bow’s assistance in making the major shift. This skill was discussed in the section devoted to Shifting, pages 23-27. It involves a slight slowing down of the bow stroke and a gentle lifting of the pressure during the motion of the left hand. If this is done, it has to be carefully effected so that the gain in camouflaging the slide is not more than offset by a too audible disruption of the legato flow.

As soon as more than one string is involved in the slur, the
second problem of the legato presents itself: i.e., the change of strings on the slurred bow stroke. As a rule, a smooth change of strings is best effected by a subtle, close approach to the new string in the fashion demonstrated in Example 40.

If the crossing is made gradually enough, a double stop will sound momentarily between the two notes, as indicated by the grace note in the example. This double stop should form so subtly that it is not possible to distinguish either the exact moment of its beginning or the instant of its termination. In the example, the E gradually fades out as the C begins to be heard. A very slight pressure of the bow, just as the crossing is made, will help further in binding the tones smoothly together.

Where the bow changes back and forth between two strings many times on one bow stroke, it should stay as close as possible to both strings without sacrificing the clear articulation of each note (Example 41).

String crossings of this type are hardest when they are close to the frog, and special attention should therefore be devoted to their practice in the lower and lowest part of the bow. For the section nearest the frog, the finger action shown in Illustration 30 (down, up) in conjunction with the forearm rotation (page 50) is to be used. As the bow moves toward the point, the motion gradually goes over into the vertical (down, up) motion of the hand shown in Illustration 31. This swinging of the hand at the wrist replaces the other motions at the tip of the bow.

Complete smoothness in changing strings will not always be desirable in legato (slurred) playing. Where a rather percussive finger-articulation is indicated (as, for instance, in a loud scale or arpeggio run), a too-smooth change of string on the part of the bow will disturb the unity of the passage, because the smoothness of the change of string will be out of character with the articulation of the rest of the notes by the left hand. It is important, therefore, to see to it that the legato string crossings match in sound the percussion of the left hand fingers. Such articulated string crossings should be applied in cases like those shown in Examples 1, page 14, and 42, page 66.
Defects in legato string crossings can also be caused by faulty coordination of the bow with the left hand. The most common errors are those in which the finger on the note preceding the crossing is lifted too soon, or the finger on the note after the crossing is not prepared soon enough. In Example 43, the fourth finger must not be lifted until after the bow has left the G string. The first finger must be already firmly in place at the instant the bow touches the D string, the note E already depressed to the fingerboard.

Coordination problems created by fast passages with string crossings can best be approached by first isolating the string-change pattern and then practicing it on the open strings. The second measure in Example 43, for instance, will yield to the string-change pattern shown under Example 44.
If the difficulty is not so much with the coordination of the two hands as it is with the sound of the passage, it will help to play, first, an open string (or the first note of the passage) several times with a full, round, long, and fluent tone and then, in proceeding to the run itself, to try to maintain the same feeling of fluency in the right arm. Such a technique is demonstrated on Example 43 as shown in Example 45.

**Déchê**

The simple détaché (No special marking). A separate bow is taken for each note and the stroke is smooth and even throughout with no variation of pressure. There is no break between the notes, and each bow stroke has, therefore, to be continued until the next takes over. The simple détaché can be played in any part of the bow and with any length of stroke from the whole bow to the smallest fraction (Example 46).

![Example 46](image)

Bach: Partita No. 1 in B minor
Last double: beginning

The execution of the simple détaché will vary according to the length of the stroke, the speed, and the dynamic. With a stroke that is fairly long and not too fast, the movement as described for the drawing of the straight bow will apply. The faster the stroke, the less the arm will participate in the action.

When there is a constant reiteration of string crossing, as in Example 47, the motion is made either by the vertical movement of the hand (Illustration 31) or by the forearm rotation (pronation-supination) or by both combined, depending upon the section of the bow used.

Exercises for the reiterated string crossings, which are numerous among the violin etudes, should be practiced extensively, since they afford the best means of acquiring flexibility in the wrist.

The accented or articulated détaché (Marking: ♩). In this bowing pattern each stroke starts with an accent or articulation that is produced, in its application here, by a sudden increase in both pressure and speed, without resorting to the martelé-type of "pinching" of the string (page 71). The stroke will almost always be continuous with no air-space between the
notes, but exceptions do occur. An excerpt for the application of this stroke is quoted in Example 48.

**The détaché porté (Marking: †††††).** This stroke has a slight swelling at the beginning followed by a gradual lightening of the sound, similar to the portato or louré (below). This swelling is brought about by going somewhat deeper into the string by applying a carefully graded additional pressure and speed at the beginning of each note, without actually accenting it. There may or may not be a slight spacing between notes, but even when this stroke is performed continuously the inflections will give the impression of separations. This type of détaché is used to give more expression either to a group of détaché notes or to certain specific notes within such passages, thus putting them into better relief. Example 49 shows the independent use of this stroke.

**The portato or louré (Marking: ††††† ).** The portato or louré, while not, strictly speaking, one of the détaché bowings, is, nevertheless, so closely related in its execution to the détaché porté that it is not unwise to discuss it at this time. The louré is, in fact, nothing but a series of détaché porté strokes performed on one and the same bow stroke. On each note, exactly as in the porté itself, there is the initial swell followed by a gradual decrease in sound. The inflections may follow one another without a stop, and, in this form, the stroke is used to bring slurred legato notes into more expressive relief, or the single notes may be slightly separated, in which case their sound, in louré, is the same as that of the détaché porté where no slur exists. If the louré is executed with stops between the notes, the bow may either stay on the string or be lifted very gently from the string between notes. Example 50 shows the use of this bowing.

It is a very useful exercise to practice the portato (louré) mixed with the détaché porté, as shown in Example 51, and to balance their respective sounds.

**The détaché lancé (Marking: ††††† ).** This is a rather short, quick stroke that is characterized by great initial speed in the
bow which then slows down toward the end of the stroke. Generally, there is a clear break between the notes, although sometimes, as in a succession of fast notes, no pause will intervene. There is neither accent nor swell at the beginning of the tone. The stroke could be likened to a martelé without the staccato attack at the beginning. The détaché lancé can be used independently for passages that call for short strokes without any inflection as in Examples 52 and 53. However, it is used most often and most effectively in combination with the porté when the latter highlights the execution of a particular note or of several notes.

Example 52: The Détaché Lance
Bach: Partita No. 1 in B minor
Second double: beginning

When mixing is used, the notes between the two types specified will take the form of a transition and thereby partake of the character of both to some extent. Such mixing is, of course, not limited to lancé and porté but applies to all détaché patterns and in a wider sense, as we shall see, to all types of bowings. It may be stated that especially in extended passages of détaché one rarely encounters a single particular type of détaché that remains “pure” for any length of time. The more inventiveness a violinist displays in the selection and combination of the types and in the transition from one type to another (in the service of better phrasing and more expressive nuance), the more colorful and alive his playing style will be.

All détaché bowings that have a break between the notes (especially the lancé and porté) can help to mold a musical phrase even more by the simple device of varying the length of the rests between the strokes. Although playing strictly in time by starting each note exactly on its beat, the variation of length in the spacing between notes can give an effective illusion of rubato playing. This is illustrated in Example 54.

Example 53: Détaché lancé in combination with détaché porté
Bach: Sonata No. 1 in G minor
Second movement: Fugue (measure 47)

Example 54

The Fouetté or Whipped Bow (Marking: †)

The whipped or fouetté bowing is derived from the accented détaché, but here the accent is produced by quickly (and barely) lifting the bow off the string and striking it down again with suddenness and energy. It is generally performed in the upper half of the bow, mostly starting up-bow, and should be
practiced first in that manner. It must also be mastered, however, on the down-bow.

Students trying to perfect this stroke generally make the mistake of lifting the bow too soon. The lift has to take place not at the end of the stroke just completed but so shortly before the beginning of the new stroke that the lifting and slapping down occur almost simultaneously. The whipped stroke has a quality of biting incisiveness. Its uses are many. It can be very effective when a note needs an accent and there is not time enough to pinch the string for a martelé attack (Example 55).

Example 55
Beethoven: Concerto in D major, Op. 61
Finale: Rondo (measures 68–69)

![Example 55]

The whipped stroke also finds an excellent use when certain notes in a continuous détaché passage need to be both short and accented as, for instance, in Example 56.

Example 56
Wieniawski: Concerto in D Minor, Op. 22
Last movement: à la zingara
(measures 272–74)

![Example 56]

Another characteristic use of this bowing is in the accenting of short trills as in Example 57.

Example 57
Tartini: Devil's Trill Sonata
Second movement (measures 21–23 after double bar)

![Example 57]

\textit{Martelé (Marking: \textbf{†})}

This is one of the most fundamental of all strokes, and its mastery will benefit the right hand technique well beyond the
limit of this particular bowing. The détaché in particular will be helped by a good martelé, as will other bowings yet to be discussed, such as the collé, the staccato, and so on.

The martelé is decidedly a percussive stroke with a consonant type of sharp accent at the beginning of each note and always a rest between strokes. The accent in this stroke requires preparation in the form of preliminary pressure; the bow has to "pinch" the string before starting to move. This pinching is a pressure stronger than the stroke itself will require, and it has to last just long enough to produce the necessary accentuation at the beginning of the tone. The pressure is then immediately lessened to the degree required. If this preparatory pressure is released too soon, there will not be any accent; if it is released too late, there will be a scratch. The correct execution is therefore mainly a problem of timing and coordination.

Two fundamental types of martelé can be distinguished according to whether the actual note following the accent is to be short or long. The first can be called the simple martelé; the second, the sustained martelé.

**The Simple Martelé** (Marking: ††). The simple or fast martelé can be played with any amount of bow from the whole length to the smallest part, and it may be played in any section of the bow from frog to point. When most of the pressure is not released at the termination of the stroke, the quality of the martelé suffers. However, not all of the pressure can be released, especially on the down-bow strokes, or the bow may jump off the string. The scratchy sound produced by too much pressure at the instant of stopping or by the application of pressure too early before the next stroke should always be avoided. Special care has to be taken not to apply new pressure before the stroke is finished, or the bow will come to a grinding stop. If an up-bow ends very near the frog, it is best to lift the bow slightly and then reset it for the next stroke, because it is very hard to avoid such a terminal scratch at the frog where there is great bow weight.

Since the preparation of the martelé requires considerable pressure, especially near the point of the bow, the hand and arm should be set in a way that is most suitable for the transmission of pressure and weight: the wrist should be somewhat lower and the forearm slightly pronated. In this setting, the base knuckles of the fingers are lowered a little.

At the frog, the bow has to be fully supported, and one must beware of over-pressing. The real action will, in all but the smallest strokes, originate in the whole arm, but it is hardly necessary to add that the fingers and hand must be flexible and yielding, true to their nature as springs. The shorter the stroke
and the lighter the dynamic, the more the hand and fingers will become active. The small martelé strokes can be performed with the fingers and the hand alone. Contrarily, in big strokes it is important to keep in mind that the fingers set the pressure but never start the motion itself, which is actually begun by the arm. The fingers, whose contribution is at best very small, have to act concurrently with the arm but never ahead of it. There are then, three principal elements involved in the action: (1) the motion of the arm, (2) the horizontal finger motion (Illustration 28), and (3) the pressure of the fingers on the stick of the bow for the bite in the sound. (Note: the fingers are curved to start the down-bow martelé and straighten simultaneously with the bow’s motion. On the up-bow, they begin with the straighter position and resume instantly the small curve.)

The amount of pressure to be applied before and the amount used during the stroke have to be discovered by experiment until, in the course of the learning, a natural and subconscious feeling for this technique is developed. Too much tension during the actual stroke, largely a carry-over from the necessary tension during the pinching of the string, will produce an ugly sound and will make the bow either bounce or kick back at the end of the stroke. One must watch carefully to see that the initial pressure-release brings with it a corresponding release in the muscular tension in the arm itself. An exception may be made for fast sequences of notes where the available time does not permit any relaxation of pressure between notes to occur. In these cases the quality of the sound produced has to be given special attention. Apart from too much pressure, too little pressure or an uneven application of it can also be a disturbing element.

When a large section of the bow is used, such as a half or a whole bow, the problem of direction becomes acute. The movement in the martelé is so fast that the student often fails to make all the adjustments that are required to keep the bow moving in an entirely straight path, parallel to the bridge. Yet absolute straightness is imperative and must be achieved. Care must be taken, too, that the sounding point is exactly right. Some of the difficulties encountered stem from the fact that many players are too concerned with the pressure factors and the rhythmic quality of the stroke and therefore neglect to concentrate on the quality of the sound produced.

The necessity for the pressure-preparation before each martelé stroke sets a definite speed limit on its proper use. When playing short strokes at the point, this limit can be somewhat extended by turning the bow so that the stick tilts slightly toward the bridge instead of toward the fingerboard. When the
speed of any passage goes beyond the practical limit of the martelé, the latter has to be replaced either by the firm staccato, the collé, the whipped bow, or the accented détaché.

The martelé should be practiced with long rests between notes. It is best to start with a rather short stroke not exceeding a quarter of the bow in length.

When the martelé is combined with the crossing of strings, as in Example 58, the bow should, upon completion of any one stroke, come to rest immediately on the string that is to be played next.

The use of the quick martelé is shown in Examples 59, 60 and 61. The whole bow is to be used in Example 59, the approximate half bow in Example 60, and the very short bow in Example 61.

**The Sustained Martelé** (Marking: †). The sustained martelé is an expressive détaché stroke that has a martelé start. Everything that has been said about the martelé attack applies here too. As soon as the attack is articulated, the short, rhythmic note of the fast martelé is replaced by a long sustained tone. Although the bow has to leave the martelé attack with a certain speed to avoid scratching, almost immediately thereafter the bow can slow down to any desired rate of speed. The use of this bowing is shown in Example 62.

The Collé (No marking)

In the collé, the bow is placed on the strings from the air and at the moment of contact the string is lightly but sharply pinched. Simultaneously with the pinch, the note is attacked, and after the instantaneous sounding of the note the bow is immediately slightly lifted off the string in preparation for the next
stroke. The pinch is very similar to the martelé attack except for the fact that the time of preparation is reduced to a minimum. It is in action, though not in sound, not unlike the plucking of the string, making, as it were, a pizzicato with the bow.

The collé is used in the lower half of the bow, and the length can vary from extremely small to fairly broad. It should be practiced first with as little bow as possible near the frog, then in the other parts of the bow, including, for study purposes, even the upper half. In such a very short stroke as the collé, only the fingers are active, the vertical motion of Illustration 27 for setting and pinching and the horizontal motion of Illustration 28 for sounding the note. This bowing should first be done with great lightness, the bow being placed on the strings with the ease of a bird alighting. Later the stroke can be lengthened with the arm leading and the fingers maintaining their just-described motion. Finally, it may be practiced with stronger dynamics.

A good method for initial practice is to start with a very light and a very short martelé stroke about three to four inches from the frog, lifting the bow immediately after each stroke and placing it back toward the frog a little to prepare for the next martelé attack. The time for preparation is gradually shortened until there is scarcely any preparation on the string, and the setting, pinching, and sounding practically coincide.

The collé is a very important practice bowing, invaluable for acquiring control of the bow in all of its parts. Added to this, it is musically very useful as a stroke that combines the lightness and grace of the spiccato with the incisiveness of the martélé. Played at the frog, it gives the same sound-effect as a light martelé played at the point and, in general, can replace the martelé when the tempo is too fast for the latter. The collé can give more emphasis to certain notes in a spiccato passage and can be used as an aid to slowing down the spiccato bowing when necessary.

In the broad collé, the arm comes into play. This bowing can replace the heavy spiccato advantageously. Examples 63 and 64 give passages where the collé may be used effectively.

Example 63
Brahms: Concerto in D major, Op. 77
Last movement (measures 20–21)
Spiccato (Marking: \( \text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \))

In this type of execution, the bow is dropped from the air and leaves the string again after every note. In doing so it describes an arc-like motion that can be represented thus: \( \text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \). The bow contacts the string at or near the bottom of the arc. The movement has both a horizontal and a vertical component. If the horizontal component is emphasized more than the vertical one, then the arc will be flatter: \( \text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \). In this case, the tone will have more substance and will be rounder, softer, more vowel-like. If the vertical component is more prominent, the arc is narrower and deeper: \( \text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \text{\textregistered} \), and consequently the tone is sharper, more accented, and percussive. Tone quality and dynamics will also be influenced by the height of the drop: the higher the starting point, the louder and, in general, the sharper will be the resulting sound.

In length, the spiccato can run the gamut from very short to very broad. It is used mainly in the lower two-thirds of the bow: when broad and slow, more towards the lower part; when fast and short, more towards the middle or even slightly above the middle. A characteristic type of short and sharp spiccato can, however, be played entirely at the frog by dropping the bow almost vertically. A spiccato at or near the point is possible, but it can be only the vertical type, and such a usage is pertinent solely where this special sound effect is desired. Its most appropriate use is in the midst of a left-hand pizzicato passage for the notes that cannot be plucked.

A general characteristic of the spiccato is that the bow is thrown down on the strings for every single note and (at least for the longer strokes) lifted up again. In a short and fairly fast spiccato the bow will come off the string by rebound, which may or may not have to be supplemented by further lifting. As far as the dropping on the string is concerned, there always has to be an individual impulse for every tone, and because of this there is a definite speed limit beyond which the spiccato becomes impractical.

Because the starting position of the bow, in this stroke, is in

Example 64
First movement (measures 35–37)
the air, the bow has to be supported throughout, which means that the arm and wrist ought to be held slightly higher. (This is accomplished by swinging the elbow outward a little from the side of the body. Guard against shrugging the shoulder.)

The main impulse for the action comes from the arm, but hand and fingers participate in a partly active, partly passive way with a combination of the vertical and the horizontal motions for the hand (Illustration 31) and the vertical motion of the fingers (Illustration 27). In case of need, some horizontal pivoting adjustment in the fingers (Illustration 29) has to be added for the sake of straightening the stroke in the right direction. The greater the speed, the more the center of action will shift from the arm toward the hand and fingers.

It is very important to listen to the tone quality and to try to obtain a resonant sound. Therefore, it is advisable in most cases to stress the horizontal element rather than the vertical; in other words, to use generally more bow and not let it jump too high. The direction of the bow has to be watched, and the weight, speed, and sounding point must be adjusted in just the right way for the resonant fullness of sound that is desirable. In the concert hall especially, violinists will be well advised to avoid the use of the too-steep and too-percussive spiccato. Although it might sound fairly good at close range, it does not carry properly because of lack of vowel quality.

When crossing the strings in spiccato, care must be taken to keep the same amount of bow hair in contact with the string, or the spiccato will become uneven. The bow should remain close to the strings during the crossing, since the likelihood of losing control becomes greater the higher the bounce goes before crossing. This action across strings should be performed primarily with the whole arm plus the addition of the forearm rotation, hand and fingers participating slightly.

When the spiccato gets very broad and the tone becomes long enough to acquire a bit of singing quality, one can call it the “singing spiccato.” This sound bears the same relationship to the regular spiccato that the détaché porté has to the simple variety of détaché, or the sustained martelé to the short type. The singing spiccato can, of course, be applied to a whole phrase, but it will be especially effective when it is used for the expressive emphasis of a certain note within a regular spiccato passage.

When the spiccato is mixed with détaché bowings, the latter will be used to underline what needs to be emphasized.

A more percussive spiccato is known as the accented variety. The height of the drop is raised, and the width of the stroke is shortened.
It is best to start the practice of the spiccato in the lower part of the bow with broad, flat strokes describing a shallow arc, the arm leading and the hand and fingers following and kept very flexible. When this is good, one can then use shorter strokes more toward the middle of the bow, adding thereto somewhat more of the vertical element.

After learning to execute the various individual types of spiccato at different speeds and dynamic shades, one should proceed to practice the gradual transition from singing to regular to accented and back. Finally, all types should be practiced by mixing them in different combinations without transition but by direct change from one to another.

**Sautillé (Marking: \( \dagger \dagger \dagger \))**

This is another jumping bowing, which is distinguished from the spiccato by the fact that there is no individual lifting and dropping of the bow for each note. The task of jumping is left principally to the resiliency of the stick. This bowing is best when played around the middle of the bow, somewhat lower when it is slower and louder, somewhat higher when it is faster and softer. The choice of place will differ with different bows owing to their dissimilar conditions of elasticity. Contrary to common belief, the sautille stroke may be played from very fast to quite slow, although in slow tempos the spiccato will generally be the more practical choice.

To practice the sautille, start with a small and fairly fast détaché near the middle of the bow, then turn the stick perpendicularly above the hair so that all of the hair contacts the string. Hold the bow lightly and center the action in the fingers which perform a combination of the vertical and horizontal finger motions (Illustrations 27 and 28) in an oblique direction about half way between these two movements. To this is added a similar combination of vertical and horizontal actions in the hand (page 50) which follows passively. For the sautille, the forearm is slightly more pronated than for the spiccato, and the balance point of the hand rests entirely on the index finger, with the second and third fingers only slightly touching the bow. The fourth finger, which is very active in spiccato in balancing the bow, has no function at all in the sautille and has to remain completely passive without any pressure on the stick.

The sautille may fail to jump properly off the string if it is attempted at a wrong place in the bow, but actually when trouble occurs it is more often caused by a heavy grip of the third and fourth fingers. To make sure that this does not happen, it is best first to practice by holding the bow only between
the first finger and thumb. Only after the stroke is functioning in this fashion should the second and third fingers be put back in place again on the stick. The fourth finger may or may not be returned to the stick.

If there is difficulty in making the sautille jump sufficiently, the exercise given in Example 65 will help.

This type of practice will stress a little more the vertical components of the finger and hand motions. If, on the other hand, the bow jumps too much, then a little more pressure should be given with the index finger. It might also help to revert temporarily to the small, short détaché from which the sautille was derived. The short détaché can often very successfully replace the sautille, especially when the tempo is rather fast. Although the bow does not leave the strings under these circumstances, it can be made to resemble closely the sound of a fast sautille.

**Staccato (Marking: \( \uparrow \uparrow \uparrow \uparrow \))**

This bowing, most often used as the “solid staccato” in contrast to the “flying staccato,” is a succession of short, clearly separated, and consonant-articulated strokes on one bow, performed while the hair of the bow remains in permanent contact with the string. It is practiced most of the time as a series of small, successive martelé strokes that follow one another in the same direction of the bow, either up or down. The bow is set firmly for each stroke, and the pressure is released after the accent has sounded on each note. Practiced in this manner, however, the staccato cannot exceed by very much the speed limit that is characteristic of the martelé itself; but in musical usage the staccato as such can (and usually has to) be played faster than the martelé. In this faster tempo, we find today (in actual practice) very many different ways in which this bowing is being performed. If a student has a staccato that sounds good and is under fairly good rhythmic control, the teacher should, by all means, leave it alone, even if it is performed in an unusual way. The solid staccato is a very personal type of bowing.

When played fast, the staccato is based on tenseness coupled with the muscular oscillations in the arm, hand and/or fingers brought about by this tenseness. The rate of oscillation varies with the individual. It is too fast in some and too slow in others to be of practical value. But where the oscillations are within the useful range, the student should be encouraged to experiment with all kinds of finger, hand, and arm adjustments to find the way in which the muscular tremblings can best be transformed into good staccato bowing. If he has difficulty in doing this, it will help greatly on the up-bow to bring the arm “in”
more, i.e., pull the arm closer to the body so that the bow will not cut the string at a perfect right angle but will instead take a slight turn in the clockwise direction. Also, he should try to raise the elbow, pronate the forearm, and tilt the stick more toward the fingerboard. The opposite is done for the down-bow staccato: the arm is moved "out" more during the strokes so that the bow takes a little turn in the counterclockwise direction; the wrist is lowered much and the elbow a little; and the bow stick is tilted toward the bridge. The forearm is completely pronated for the down-bow staccato. For ultimate speed, the arm muscles have to be tightened; the hair placed firmly on the string and kept there solidly with no release of pressure between notes.

The speed of the tense staccato will, in the beginning, be the one that the player's natural tension produces spontaneously, and the practice effort has to be focused on getting it under control and on varying the rate of reiteration, slowing it down if it is too fast, and speeding it up if it is too slow. A staccato that can be performed only at a very slow or an exaggeratedly fast tempo is of very little musical value.

There are two principal difficulties in staccato. One is the motion itself. The other is the coordination with the left hand fingers and the string changes. These two problems should be approached separately. The staccato should first be practiced on one single note in order to get the movement under control in its action, rhythm, and speed. It is best to work it in small sections of two, three, four, five, and more notes, as well as in some rhythmical patterns (Example 66).

When the movement begins to work, the left hand finger-changes are introduced, and finally changes of strings in all kinds of scale and arpeggio patterns are added. Here it will be discovered that the up-bow staccato is somewhat easier on descending than on ascending scales, the down-bow staccato considerably easier in the ascending motion and quite difficult in the descending direction.

The tense staccato has to be practiced with caution. The time spent in uninterrupted practice should be limited, or the unrelieved tension may have harmful results. Consequently, ex-
tended periods of regular daily practice are not to be recommended: it is far better to interrupt the general practice routine for a few minutes of tense staccato practice now and then, returning afterward to other practice materials.

In the moderate speeds, the tension method will still work best for many players, although the center for the muscular tension may shift from the upper arm more toward the forearm. However, many violinists will be able to dispense either partly or entirely with the tension and substitute a looser and even a rather relaxed motion of the hand, mostly in the lateral direction with the fingers and thumb following flexibly. Others may use a rotation of the forearm that is possible only when the bow is well suspended from the hand, and the forearm is turned somewhat toward the right in supination. Still others can obtain a fine staccato motion by a vertical shaking movement of the fingers. If the hand motion itself is used, it will often help in initial practice to lift the second and fourth fingers off the stick, thus freeing the hand for the lateral motion (Illustration 35).

In the down-bow staccato it is sometimes useful to practice the stroke holding the bow with only the index finger and the thumb, the stick tipped toward the player.

The field of experimentation is very wide for those who have trouble starting the staccato motion, but, in general, when the bow arm is good, the staccato should present no great problem.

The *Flying Staccato* and the *Flying Spiccato* (Same marking as solid staccato)

These two strokes are similar to one another, but each has its own individual characteristics. The first of the two, as the name implies, derives from the staccato. It is performed with the same motion as the solid staccato, except that the pressure is lightened and the bow is permitted—and encouraged—to leave the string after each note. This lifting should be only very slight, however, and the movement should remain essentially a horizontal one without interruption in its continual forward flow. This bowing is customarily done on the up-bow, although one can recognize a type of down-bow application of its technique.

To practice the flying staccato it is best to start with a firm up-bow staccato; then, after this motion is well under way, lighten the hand by lifting the elbow and wrist, and add a small amount of vertical finger motion, which will help the bow bounce off the strings after each note. The execution will vary according to the different individual styles of staccato playing. In most cases, the horizontal finger motion will play an impor-
tant part, with the hand following flexibly and the arm acting in continuous motion. The fingers recover slightly after each individual stroke, in a flexible rebound.

The flying spiccato is a succession of spiccato notes on one bow. It may be performed either on the up- or down-bow, but in the latter form it is rather infrequent and is practical only for the succession of a relatively small number of notes. The bow lifts higher than in the flying staccato and, true to its spiccato nature, is actively thrown onto the string for every note. For this reason, its speed is far more limited than that of its staccato counterpart.

Vertical finger motion and vertical hand motion are the main factors in this bowing, with only very little of the horizontal motions mixed in. The smaller the motion, the more it is centered in the fingers; the larger the single strokes, the more prominent the contribution of the hand and even of the arm.

The flying spiccato, too, can be effectively “recovered,” staying in one place in the bow. The recovery serves a double purpose: it permits the uninterrupted use of this bowing even for the longest passages and it helps maintain the same sound-character on the stroke that would otherwise change as the bow varies its point of attack relative to its length. Example 67 gives a good illustration of the “recovered” type.

Example 67
Mendelssohn: Concerto in E minor, Op. 64
Finale (measures 129–32)

In the flying spiccato, the strokes can even be made to retrogress, so that in a succession of up-bow spiccatos the bow actually approaches the point. This retrogression is a good practice device, and it occasionally finds its place in actual performance when the need arises to work up toward a higher place in the bow.

Ricochet (Marking: \( \text{ ili } \))

This bowing is based entirely on the natural bounce of the stick. Several notes are played on the same bow, either up or down, but only one impulse is given, that which occurs when the bow is thrown onto the spring for the first note. Following this initial impulse, the bow is permitted to jump on its own, not
unlike the bouncing of a rubber ball. In this sense the ricochet may be called an “uncontrolled” bowing, in contrast to the flying staccato which, although it utilizes the natural bounce for getting the bow off the strings, actually transmits to each note a separate impulse in the staccato action itself. A still greater contrast exists with the flying spiccato where, for every note, the bow is thrown independently onto the string.

The speed of the ricochet can be regulated, however. Otherwise it would be impractical. The regulation is accomplished by varying the place on the bow and by controlling the height of the bounce. Playable in about the upper two-thirds of the bow, the bounce is faster near the point and progressively slower as the distance from the point increases. Also, it is faster when it does not jump so high and slower when it rebounds farther. The height of the bounce can be regulated by the first impulse and also by an ever-so-slight and delicate pressure of the first finger, which can thereby put a definite ceiling onto the rebound and thus speed it up. For the best rebound, the bow should be held “upright”—with the stick directly above the hair, not tilted.

The ricochet is easier on the down-bow than on the up-bow, and, therefore, practice should start with the down stroke. Begin with two notes a little above the middle of the bow. Let the bow drop without any force from a height of about one inch, and use principally the vertical finger motion and a slight amount of forearm rotation. Let the bow rebound without interfering with the natural bounce, and after the second note stop the motion. Return in the air to the starting point and repeat the process. Continue with three, four, five, six, and more notes, gradually building up the skill as given in Example 68(a). Then do the same exercise, adding an extra note on the end of each group and taking this note up-bow [Example 68(b)]. Finally, reverse the direction, taking the up-bow for the ricochet and the down-bow for the closing note.

![Example 68](image)

When the exercises given in Example 68 are functioning well, practice the change of strings, as shown in Example 69 (next page).
Now take up scales, starting with a few notes and gradually increasing their number.

Examples 70 and 71 present two excerpts of typical ricochet passages. The customary notation of such a bowing is shown in Example 70.

The four note arpeggiated chord is given in Example 71. This instance is the most common form of the ricochet and also the easiest.

Such four-string arpeggios are easy, because the change of strings in itself is helpful to the bounce. The principal impulse is given on the bass note with vertical finger action and vertical hand action. Often, especially in faster tempos, this impulse will carry over into the up-bow, but sometimes a secondary impulse will be needed on the first note of the up-bow. The change of strings is done entirely by the arm, which in faster speeds will move in one smooth and uninterrupted arc.

For practice purposes, it is a good plan to start the arpeggio in the reverse direction: that is, beginning with the E string note and the up-bow. The chief impulse is thus given on the top string, the G string having none, or at most very little (Example 72).

Trouble with the ricochet often occurs when one of three things is being done: (1) the bow is being held too tightly, (2) the wrong part of the bow is being used for the speed desired, or (3) the natural bounce is being interfered with because of tenseness in the natural springs.

At the beginning of this section describing the various styles of bowing it was pointed out that the varieties described are
only the most characteristic types, from which others can be derived by mixing. Each of these characteristic types has one other (or more) related to it, with which it can be made to blend in a gradual transition. Therefore, after mastering the principal types, the student has to learn the art of gradual, unbroken transition from one to another. First he should concentrate on the patterns which are most closely related such as: (1) legato-portato, (2) any type of détaché to any other type, (3) short martelé to sustained martelé, (4) collé to spiccato, (5) short and fast détaché to sautille, (6) sautille to spiccato, (7) solid staccato to flying staccato, (8) spiccato to flying spiccato, and so on. In all of these instances, the order should also be reversed. After this, transitions should be practiced to less closely related patterns similar to the following: (1) détaché to spiccato, (2) martelé to détaché, (3) sautille to ricochet, (4) portato to staccato, and so on. Scales, arpeggios, or studies like the Kreutzer E major etude (No. 8) will be good media for such practice. In the case of the études, alternations of style may occur from measure to measure. A bowing technique cannot be called complete until it has subjugated all of the many and fine transition-shades to its unqualified command.

SPECIAL BOWING PROBLEMS

In order to round out this chapter on bow technique, there is a need to comment on a few special problems. These refer to bow attack, the change of bow stroke, the alternation of fast and slow strokes, and the tonal aspect of harmonics and chords.

**Bow Attack**

The manner in which a note is started depends upon how the beginning of the tone is intended to sound: (a) very smooth, vowel-like, and not too definite, (b) clearly defined and consonant-like, or (c) more or less strongly accented.

**The very smooth, vowel-like beginning.** For the very smooth start it will generally be best to bring the bow to the string gently from the air when playing in the lower half of the bow. The bow must not drop vertically but must approach the string from an angle that will become smaller in size as more smoothness is desired. In soft dynamics it is advisable to start the motion from a place very near the string and to use very little bow hair for the initial contact.
THE CLEARLY DEFINED CONSONANT-LIKE ATTACK. For an attack that has to be clearly defined without having an accent, the best method will generally be that known as the “départ.” This is performed as follows: the bow is placed on the string with the same pressure that will be used for the actual stroke, not more, not less. The note is then attacked with the immediate use of the same speed of stroke that is to be applied throughout the sounding of the tone. The effect will be a distinct, consonant-like articulation.

THE ACCENTED ATTACK. The départ can be transformed gradually into an accent if greater speed of stroke is used immediately after the start than for the rest of the stroke. To this type of speed-accent greater pressure prior to the attack may then be added. The result will be a martele-type of beginning. When, however, greater pressure is used immediately on the start instead of before it, in coordination with greater speed of stroke, the effect will be similar to that of the accented détaché. In addition to these on-the-string starts, accents can also be produced very effectively from the air, either by a “whipped” attack (page 69) or by vertical placing of the bow on the strings with the simultaneous “pinching” similar to a martelé.

All of the various attacks described, those from on the string as well as those from the air, can be used in every degree of dynamic and for single notes as well as double stops and chords. The choice of which attack to use should depend only upon musical reasons, upon the sound-effect desired.

There is one thing more to consider. That is: if, at the frog before the initial attack, the bow is suspended in the air from the arm and wrist, the player gains the advantage of getting, in the last decisive instant, the exact feeling of weight and balance of the whole of the bow-arm-hand unit. This last-minute feeling permits a more precise and sensitive coordination of all factors involved in producing, from the start, a tone with exactly the desired quality in dynamic and nuance.

A very important factor in quality of the attack is how the vibrato is used. It has to be exactly coordinated with the rapidly changing dynamics and has to increase and decrease in both width and speed in accord with the corresponding increase and decrease of sound volume.

Change of Bow

There are several problems connected with the change of bow (from down to up and vice versa), but the one that is most important concerns the ability to make the change as smooth
and as unnoticeable as possible. Many theories have been developed about this particular point. Some methods prescribe the use of the fingers alone, others the hand and wrist, still others the forearm or whole arm. Yet the essence of the matter does not lie in the particular muscles or joints that should participate, but instead in two factors: (1) the bow has to slow down shortly before the change, and (2) the pressure has to be lightened, with both of these elements delicately and precisely coordinated. Whether this is done by fingers, hand, or arm is, as a matter of principle, immaterial. The teacher should not try to change a student's well-coordinated and smooth-sounding change of bow, regardless of how it is done. If, on the other hand, the pupil is encumbered with jerky motions that produce rough changes, remedies must be applied. These may take the form of replacing a finger motion or a hand motion by one performed by the whole arm, or, in the case of an arm movement that is too rigid, loosening the stiffened joints and adding flexible hand and finger motions.

The most common fault encountered is a jerking of the sound that occurs whenever the bow is speeded up before the change instead of being properly slowed down. A large pendulum, slowing down slightly before its deliberate, smooth reversal of direction, is a perfect model for a good bow change.

**Alternating Fast and Slow Bows**

Of the many problems that arise from the almost infinite variety pertaining to the mixing of the bowing types, one stands out as being especially difficult. That is, the alternating of fast and slow bows without losing a well-balanced sound. This was mentioned briefly in the section on Tone Production (page 56). An exercise will now be described that is devised to help overcome this difficulty.

In a passage such as the one given in Example 73, the single note will normally sound louder owing to the much greater speed of bow stroke used in its execution.

This increased speed has to be compensated for by a lightening of pressure if the dynamic is to be uniformly balanced, and this new speed-pressure combination, on the single note, demands a different sounding point on the string, farther away from the bridge.

In such passages we often find that the string “whistles” on the short note. The cause for this is a slow pick-up of the bow and its failure to gain speed fast enough immediately upon starting. The cure is to give either a slight pinch—if the tempo is
not too fast—or a little whip at the beginning of the fast note. Either of these tactics will “catch” the string and impart the necessary starting speed, the required pick-up.

In the quoted example, the up-bow must not sound louder than the down-bow, and the bow pressure, consequently, must be lightened on the single note.

To acquire the right technique, the manner of practice shown in Example 74 can be applied to scales and/or many of the standard etudes.

Perform Example 74, first using the section of the bow from middle to point, and during the short rest quickly change the sounding point, either by using the horizontal turning motion of the fingers (Illustration 29) or by pushing the whole bow toward the fingerboard in one fast move. This latter move is made by reaching forward with the whole arm so that the bow is displaced parallel to itself, never abandoning the right angle contact with the strings. Immediately after the shift of sounding point, attack the single note with a slight pinch similar to a martelé stroke. Lift the bow off the strings after a few inches and set it again on the strings at its middle point and on the original sounding point. Repeat the same routine for the next set of notes. The exercise should be played later in different parts of the bow as well as with the whole bow. Gradually, the written rest should be shortened, the pinch replaced by a whip, and the lifting of the bow more and more postponed, until finally the contact with the string is only lightened toward the frog rather than being completely removed. This exercise will be still more beneficial if one not only balances the sound, but also exaggeratedly overbalances, playing the legato (slurred) notes very intensely and the single note very lightly during practice.

*Harmonics*

In many cases where the left-hand work is perfect the harmonics will fail because the bowing is defective. Most com-
monly, harmonics are attempted with too light a stroke when actually they speak and sound best when played with a fairly heavy stroke of sufficient length and a sounding point near the bridge. In double harmonics it will sometimes be necessary to vary the pressure of the bow on the two strings, especially if a mixture of natural and artificial harmonics is involved of which the former needs less pressure than the latter.

Chords

There are three elements involved in the playing of chords. The first two, intonation and what might be called the building of the chords, concern the left hand and have been discussed in the chapter devoted to its problems. The third element is the sound production, and it will occupy our attention in the following paragraphs.

Whenever difficulties arise with chords the three elements just mentioned should at first be practiced singly and only thereafter recombined.

As far as the right hand execution is concerned, there are three principal types of chords:

(a) the broken chord in which the lower notes are played before the beat (similar to the execution of a grace note) and the upper notes arrive on the beat;

(b) the unbroken chord in which either all notes are played simultaneously, or the lower notes are attacked on the beat with the higher ones coming imperceptibly later;

(c) the turned chord, used mainly in polyphonic music and played in such a way that a note other than the top note emerges at the end of the chord.

Broken Chords. If a three-note chord is broken, the usual procedure is to attack the low and middle notes together before the beat and then to move over to the highest note in such a way that the middle and high note are sounded together exactly on the beat (Example 75).

The middle string acts as a pivot and is sounded throughout. It is advisable to put some extra pressure on the middle string during pivoting, because this reduces the angle of the breaking motion as the bow moves from the string-level of the two lower notes to that of the two higher notes. Greater smoothness is thereby achieved.

Other less-used ways of breaking the three-note chord are shown in Example 76.

Four-note chords can also be broken in various ways. The most frequent style is shown in Example 77.
In Example 77 the bow attacks the G and D strings together shortly before the beat and then turns over to the A and E strings exactly on the beat. This is the pertinent execution when the top notes have to be emphasized. If smoothness rather than accentuation is wanted, then the breaking will assume more of an arpeggio character, will be more rolled than broken. The depicting of such an execution is approximated in "slow-motion" notation in Example 78.

If, in four-note chords, all notes are fingered, it is sometimes advisable to lift the fingers off the G and D strings after they have sounded in order to give the hand more freedom to vibrate the upper notes. Conversely, if it is more desirable to keep an after-ring on the bass notes, the fingers must be kept down on the strings, since the vibration stops immediately when they are lifted.

Some of the other possibilities of breaking four-note chords are shown in Example 79.

The action involved in the breaking of chords is chiefly centered in a downward motion of the whole arm together with a supination of the forearm as the crossing is made. The elbow drops slightly before the actual breaking of the chord (all of this in addition, of course, to the movements necessary for the common bow stroke).

A high elbow is especially disadvantageous to chord playing, since it prevents the utilization of much of the weight of the arm, which weight is, unfortunately, being carried in the air by muscular effort rather than being allowed to add to the volume of sound. A high elbow also makes it almost impossible to keep the bow straight.

It will most often be best not to attack the broken chord from a position on the string but instead to drop the bow from the air. In doing so, all of the springs of the arm, hand and fingers will have to work well, especially those of the vertical finger and hand motions.

Unbroken chords. Unbroken chords of three notes, when attacked simultaneously, can either be sustained throughout, as shown in Example 80, or else, after the simultaneous attack, only one or two notes held out, as in Example 81.
The best way to produce the simultaneous attack of the three-note chord is to suspend the bow slightly above the middle string, then to drop it straight down for a good solid grip on the strings. Pressure has to be sufficiently great to depress the middle string far enough for the neighboring strings to be properly contacted and sounded by the bow. Such an attack from the air will almost always be preferable to one starting on the strings. It will save bow, since the drop will provide energy that has otherwise to be gained in horizontal attack. (Moreover, the previously mentioned advantage won by the exact feeling of the weight-balance factors of the bow, hand, and arm will be especially valuable with such a simultaneous chord-attack in which the slightest miscalculation can lead to tonal failure.)

The movement is performed by the whole arm, but the dropping must be made with flexible (though not too loose) springs and must land on a well-chosen sounding point. Furthermore, this drop has to be vertical for the simultaneous attack. If the bow should approach the strings in too horizontal a line, the attack will be less precise, less clear, and less forceful, owing to the poorly used weight factor.

Chords of simultaneous attack, especially when sustained, are much easier for the bow if it plays somewhat nearer the fingerboard rather than near the bridge, but for anything other than a piano dynamic the position near the fingerboard will rarely be satisfactory. In louder dynamics, therefore, the solution will be a compromise between the desirability of playing the chord near the bridge and the difficulty of doing so without crushing the sound of the middle note, which can happen when playing closer to the curvature of the bridge where the strings have little “give.”

Most violinists play chords always at the frog of the bow. Yet often a too heavy attack at the frog will cause a scratchy sound. One has to learn to play chords in any part of the bow, using up-bow as well as down. In softer dynamics particularly, a place in the middle or even in the upper half of the bow will sometimes be advisable. A good illustration is offered by the example from the A minor Fugue of Bach (Example 82). If it is played in piano, the chords will best be taken in the middle of the bow.

**Example 82**
Bach: Sonata No. 2 in A minor
Second movement: Fugue (measures 151-52)

Turned chords. Chords in polyphonic music present a special problem, because they have to be played in a way that not only does not interrupt the continuity of the individual voices but also actually helps to clarify their individual sequences. This means in particular (1) that the chords should have fullness and resonance without unnecessary accents and (2) that the notes
belonging to the independent voices must be well sustained after the chord is sounded as a whole.

If the melody note is on the top, or is second from the top, there is little difficulty. In the first instance, all that has to be done is to sustain the top note longer than the second highest note, so that its meaning as melody note is emphasized (Example 83).

The same is true when the second highest note is the melody note. It then has to be held out longer than the top note as is shown in both chords in Example 84.

When the melody note is the third note from the top in a three-note chord that can be attacked simultaneously, it is still fairly simple: after attacking all three strings together, the two upper strings are released and only the lowest note continues to be bowed (Example 85).

The technical process involved centers around the element of pronation plus a slight lifting of the upper arm, both of which are added to the motion of the chord attack.

Sometimes, however, the simultaneous attack will not be appropriate; this is especially true when the nature of the voice leading requires a turning of the chord from above. In Example 86, for instance, the indicated method of execution is the only one that will clarify how one phrase ends and the other one starts.

In four-note chords with the melody on the D string (Example 87, next page) it is preferable to do the turning of the chord in such a way that the melody note on the D string, which is attacked on the beat, can be kept sounding throughout, the bow not losing contact therewith at any time. Such a rendition is shown as (a) in the example.

This, however, involves a great amount of pressure in order to sound three strings simultaneously. If this cannot be done without undue accent, then the method under (b) should be applied; but in this latter case one must try to keep the D string sounding as long as possible so that the reiteration is barely noticeable. The actual turning to the upper string and return should be done very rapidly.
Four-note chords with the melody in the bass are currently being rendered in many different ways, such as, for example, those shown under Example 88.

Any of these styles will find a proper place in a certain pertinent context, but none of these can be considered an ideal solution as a standard procedure, especially in a succession of chords. When such passages occur, the best solution of the problem is to anticipate the melodic note with an accent preceding the beat and then to play the rest of the chord in the usual way, taking care, however, that the bass is louder than the other three notes. This procedure is approximated in notation as given in Example 89.

If the finger for the lowest note is left in position on the string and keeps vibrating, a pedal effect will be achieved, and the bass note will continue to ring after the bow has left it. Played in this way, not only will the melody stand out sufficiently but the other voices will also be brought into far better relief than is possible with any of the other methods.

Sometimes a particular type of voice leading will be best projected by mixing the various styles of chord execution. The original notation of a pertinent passage is given in Example 90(a), with the suggested execution notated under (b).
Chapter Four
ON PRACTICING

The road to violin mastery is long and arduous, and great application and perseverance are needed to reach the goal. Talent helps to ease the way, but in itself it cannot be a substitute for the hard work of practicing. Even hard work will be of little avail if it is of the kind that fails to bring results, for there are both good practicing and bad practicing, and unfortunately the bad is far more common than the good.

There is nothing more precious to an instrumentalist than the ability to work efficiently—to know how to accomplish the maximum in beneficial results while using the minimum of time to do so. One of the most important things that a teacher ought to teach his students is, therefore, the technique of good practice. He has to impress on his students that practice has to be a continuation of the lesson, that it is nothing but a process of self-instruction in which, in the absence of the teacher, the student has to act as the teacher’s deputy, assigning himself definite tasks and supervising his own work. A teacher who limits himself to pointing out the mistakes and does not show the proper way to overcome them fails in the important mission of teaching the student how to work for himself.
MENTAL ALERTNESS IN PRACTICE

The thing that must be impressed on the student above all else is the necessity for complete and constant mental alertness during practice. It happens only too often with too many students that the mind wanders to different spheres while the fingers and hands are engaged in mechanical routine-functioning and endless repetitions. Practice of this kind, lacking both direction and control, is a waste of time and effort. Not only does it not achieve what it sets out to do, but also it can sometimes be positively harmful. Mistakes are repeated over and over again, and the ear becomes impervious to faulty sounds. Whenever such a type of practicing (where mind and ear are not on the job) has become a deeply rooted habit, a great effort of the will must be made to make the mind and ear become completely and constantly alert. Where insufficient attention is due only to a state of tiredness, all that is needed as a cure is a different organization of practice time and material—a change, so to speak, in the practice hygiene. General rules in this respect cannot be well formulated.

It does not make sense to demand dogmatically that every student should practice a certain number of hours according to a certain rigid schedule. Requirements and possibilities will vary greatly in individual cases: one student can remain fresh longer than another; and besides, not every student is free to organize his day solely around his violin practice. All that can be stated in a generalization is that individually the student has to find out by intelligent experimenting what is best for himself. He should not, however, become inflexible by rigidly sticking to the same routine. There is no necessity to have a set pattern for the sequence of practice material, for example, scales first, then etudes, then repertoire. There is no reason why this order should not be modified and practice started with pieces and ended with scales as long as all of the work is done that should be accomplished. Mixing the material and not dwelling too long on a single item will often help to keep the mind fresh longer. It is important, of course, that the practice time is utilized well throughout, and that practicing becomes a daily habit. Regular, daily practice will put the student much farther ahead than will long, intense periods irregularly and spasmodically spaced.

THE OBJECTIVES IN PRACTICE

Both technique and interpretation have to be objectives in practicing. The shape and coloring of a phrase has to be worked.
It is very important to have an intelligently balanced division of practice hours, distributed between (1) "building time" (devoted to overcoming technical problems and advancing one's equipment in general), and (2) "interpreting time" (devoted to making the playing of a musical work conform to one's own interpretive ideas). A (3) "performing time" should be added whenever a piece is being readied for actual performance. During this performing time a whole composition is played without stops and preferably with accompaniment, bearing in mind the idea that imaginary listeners are present.

The "Building Time"

The building time should be spent partly with scales and similar fundamental exercises and partly in dealing with technical problems encountered in etudes and in the repertoire.

For all types of technical practice, the principle of mental preparation is of paramount importance. It means that the mind always has to anticipate the physical action that is to be taken and then to send the command for its execution. This, it will be remembered, is what I have called "correlation." It is the key to technical control, and all practice concerned with the building of technique or the overcoming of particular difficulties has to center on the development and improvement of this correlation. The way to do this was briefly indicated previously, but now it is time to be more specific and to give some examples that will clarify the subject.

The basic procedure is to present to the mind, for transmission to the muscles, problems that progress from the simple to the ever more complicated. These are problems of timing and coordination in the form of various patterns of rhythm, of bowing, of accentuation, and of the combination of all three of these factors.

In progressing from simpler to harder problems one very important principle has to be kept in mind, a principle that applies to any type of practicing: whenever one problem is mastered, it is useless to repeat it over and over again. One should leave it alone and proceed to the next. By practicing, as a routine, things that do not need any more practice, one is wasting time. There is no objection, of course, to returning after a certain interval of time in order to check on whether the possessed skill is still secure or whether any repairs are due. For the most part, however, the guiding idea must be to solve one problem and then to proceed to the next one.

Example 91 presents the basic outline for the improvement of correlation and coordination.
Example 91: The Scale Routines

In the following set of routines, Section IV, dealing with the mixture of slurs and separate bows, stresses the coordination of the two hands. In slow practice, the separate bows are martelé, in faster practice they become détaché. Intelligent thought must be given to solving the problems of even distribution of bow wherever possible and to the application of more of the weight-pressure factors on the slurs where the even distribution is not possible. Section V deals with accentuation. When all of the problems presented here are solved and have become efficient parts of the over-all technique, then the student should build new problems for himself, finding new rhythmical combinations and uniting into one problem several of the given examples. Such might be, for instance, the first rhythm of Section II followed immediately by the second rhythm in sequence and alternating; or, in still more advanced stages, the third, fourth, fifth and/or sixth bowings of Section II in conjunction with the accentuation patterns of Section V. As was said before, the combinations are infinite and when the student has mastered any one routine he should proceed to the next.

The A-major scale, 24-note version

Section 1: Slurs
Section 2: Rhythms (slur 12 notes)

The following groupings are to be practiced in both (a) and (b) forms as given in the example immediately preceding.

\[
\begin{align*}
2 + 6 + 4 \\
4 + 2 + 6 \\
4 + 6 + 2 \\
6 + 2 + 4 \\
6 + 4 + 2 \\
1 + 3 + 8 \\
1 + 8 + 3 \\
3 + 1 + 8 \\
3 + 8 + 1 \\
8 + 1 + 3 \\
8 + 3 + 1
\end{align*}
\]
Section 3: Slurred Staccatos

Section 4: Bowing patterns

The Viotti Bowing

The Paganini Bowing

Section 5: Accents

Accenting 1, 2, 3, 4 in sequence

Accenting 3, 4, 1, 2

Accenting 2, 3, 4, 1

Accenting 4, 1, 2, 3
The A major scale is used here as an illustration for these procedures, but this type of practice must not be limited to it alone. Such practice should be applied to all work of a "building" nature: scales and arpeggios in all keys, etudes, and the practice of difficult passages in the repertoire.

With this introduction to the method of solving the problems of correlation and coordination, the reader should understand that the combinations given are by no means complete or exhaustive. The number of possibilities is infinite and cannot be covered in a single lifetime. The goal is not merely to play all of the possible combinations, but rather to master a few new ones each day so as to improve and to perfect gradually the coordination and correlation.

Whenever technical problems are encountered, they must be analyzed to determine the nature of the difficulty: intonation, shifting, rhythm, speed, a particular bowing, the coordination of the hands, and so on, or a combination of several of these. Each difficulty should be isolated and reduced to its simplest terms so that it will be easier to devise and to apply a practice procedure for it. The mind, which has to be able to anticipate the action, must have a clear picture of the motion involved, of its technical timing, and of the anticipated sound in order to give its commands with clarity and precision. Practice tempos should be slow, for the most part, but without exaggeration. The problems encountered should be handled by varying the practice devices, by changing the rhythms, bowing, accents, tempos, just as is done in the correlation exercises of Example 91. In this manner one manages to get at the core of the difficulty, not from only one direction, but from many different directions. In this way a higher degree of security can be obtained.

If, for instance, the passage (Example 92) from the Mendelssohn Violin Concerto is to be practiced, all of the various correlation patterns that have been listed will prove of the greatest usefulness in mastering these difficult measures.

Example 92
Mendelssohn: Concerto in E minor, Op. 64
First movement (measures 182–84)
The “Interpreting Time”

During the interpreting time the emphasis should be placed on musical expressiveness, the shaping of a phrase, of a larger section, of a whole movement, and finally of several movements, as a convincing unit. Whereas during building time one should never permit a mistake to go uncorrected, during practice for interpretation (and still more so during performing time) it is advisable not to interrupt the execution every time a note is missed or some other small accident occurs. Students who are by nature overly analytical will be especially inclined to stop whenever anything happens that is not to their liking. It is a dangerous habit to form, and it can become treacherous in public performance. Such players will either stop in a concert after making a mistake or will be so upset by it that the rest of the performance is jeopardized. The performer has to command all of his will power to play as well as he can. Above all else he must not let himself be unnerved if anything goes wrong. One way to learn this skill is to break the interruption habit in the practice room during the performing time.

If necessary, the teacher must train the student in this respect, first by making him play sizable sections and then whole movements, forbidding him to stop unless instructed to do so by the teacher. Even if a major mistake is made the student must learn to extricate himself from the difficult situation and to catch the beat again as soon as and as best he can. Obviously, it is an excellent idea to remember the things that did go wrong so that they can be corrected.

An incorrect balance of building and interpreting time will lead to other faulty practice habits. Some players neglect the building time and concertize for themselves during most of their working hours. They may develop a good feeling for the musical continuity of a work, but its difficult passages will continue unmastered and the technical equipment in general will remain deficient. On the other extreme, there are students who know only “building time.” They break up every measure, even the simplest, into its component elements and keep working with those elements without ever putting them together again. For such students a composition ceases to be a living work of art, but remains forever a series of technical challenges. By being so absorbed in details they fail ever to get the feeling of the piece as a whole.

Each of these extremes needs a healthy counterweight in order to restore the proper balance of interpreting and building time. The “concertizer” must spend more time in analyzing his mistakes and in devising and applying remedies to overcome
them. The over-analytical student should assign much more
time to musical playing, in small as well as large units, putting
together that which he has pulled apart.

The “Performing Time”

The necessity for adding musical playing to analytical dis-
section of difficulties is well demonstrated by a phenomenon that
can be observed time and time again. A student practices a dif-
ficult passage from a piece. He analyzes it properly, transforms
it into well-devised exercises, and finally masters it technically.
Yet when he plays the whole piece this same passage fails to
come off properly and sometimes even breaks down completely.
How can this be explained? The answer lies in the entirely dif-
ferent conditions of mind and muscles in the playing of a pas-
sage as an exercise and in playing it as part of a musical com-
position. In the complete rendition, the addition of vibrato, the
concern for expression, for nuance and dynamics, all add entirely
new elements that were not present when the passage was segre-
gated for the cold technical study. These additional factors
disturb the smooth functioning of the practiced passage. This
is not the fault of the mechanical approach, which is still the
indispensable first step in overcoming technical difficulties in
pieces. What has been overlooked is the fact that after this first
step has been taken and the passage has been mastered from a
purely technical point of view, it must be practiced again as a
piece of music, in the context of a larger section and with the
expression that is its due. Only then has one a right to expect
that the isolated section can be successfully integrated again
into the piece and made to grow together with the rest of the
work without showing a seam or a scar.

THE CRITICAL EAR

In whatever type of practice one is engaged—technical diffi-
culties of either hand, tone quality, interpretation—the mental
preparation and control has to be supplemented by the sharpest
and most constant supervision by the critical ear. The sound
produced has to be under permanent scrutiny. The ear is always
the final judge in deciding what is good and what is not. With
most players, however, the ear is defective in fulfilling this func-
tion. They do not know how to listen to hear the sound actually
produced: they do not hear objectively. Instead, they hear sub-
jectively. The things they actually hear are strongly distorted
by what they want and hope to hear. When they have an op-
portunity to make a recording they are shocked to find things they would never believe they had actually done. To train the ear for objective listening is of the greatest importance in order to be able to hear the sound as the audience would hear it and to free oneself from the flattering fallacies of the subjective ear. The ability for honest, objective hearing is the most essential prerequisite for efficient practice.

**BASIC EXERCISES**

Before leaving this chapter on practicing, I must make a few remarks concerning some basic exercises for both the left and right hands.

**Scales**

The scales have been studied ever since the violin has been played. Their great importance lies in the fact that they can serve as a vehicle for the development of a large number of technical skills in either the left or right hand. Scales build intonation and establish the frame of the hand; their usefulness for the practice of correlation was discussed; their applicability for the study of all bowings, of tone quality, of bow division, of dynamics, and of vibrato is almost endless.

When the scales are practiced as single notes (not double stops) they should first be learned with a definite fingering pattern, starting from the tonic. Next, different fingerings should be applied. Finally, the scale should be started on notes other than the tonic. This is another way of saying that each scale may be practiced with many different signatures.

Scales in double stops follow a similar pattern. As a preparation for such double stops, it is a good device to finger both notes simultaneously while bowing only one of the two strings involved.

In most of the double stop scales the fingering may be changed after the basic pattern is learned: where odd-numbered positions have been used, for example, even-numbered ones should be substituted, and vice versa.

Scales in double stops should also be played in various rhythms, bowings, and accentuations. At first, however, fewer notes should be taken on one bow than with the single note scales. Later the number of notes can be gradually increased.

Arpeggios in single notes as well as double stops should be practiced also in the same manner. In single note, arpeggios
especially, changes of fingering should be applied after the basic type has been mastered.

The Son Filé

Probably as old as the study of scales is the practicing of the son filé, namely, the long sustained tone, which has served generations of violinists as a medium for the study of tone production and bow control, and which still provides valuable exercise material for the same purpose. What breath control is for the singer—the ability to sing long phrases without having to interrupt them for a new breath—bow control in the long, sustained stroke is for the violinist—the ability to sustain a long tone or musical phrase without having to change bow.

The son filé should be practiced on open strings, then on scales singly and in double stops: in every dynamic from piano to forte and with dynamic variations as shown in Example 93.

Example 93

The idea is to hold back the bow stroke as much as possible without interrupting the continuity of sound. Starting at a certain slow speed, one should aim at being able to play slower and slower. The ear has to supervise the quality of the sound produced, its resonance, and its evenness. It is aided, in getting results from this supervisory task, by the fingers of the right hand, especially the index finger, which has to be educated to the sensitivity of feeling the resistance of the strings and thereby of gaging the pressure and friction exerted by the bow on the strings.

Important as the son filé is for the development of bow control and tone production, exercises combining long bows with frequent changes of notes (slurred) as well as changes of strings, are still more advantageous. Especially in cases where the player has a tendency to stiffening, the wavelike movements connected with the change of strings will have a definite loosening effect on the rigidity of the wrist and hand. Exercises like the Kreutzer Nos. 14 and 29, the Wieniawski Opus 10, No. 7, and similar
studies lend themselves well to such practice. As skill is developed, the tempo is slowed down, thus requiring still more sustaining control from the bow.

“Spring” Exercises

Another set of practice patterns based on the skills of tone production are those that could be called the “spring” exercises. They are designed to improve the working of the natural springs (page 44). Their goal is to help the student to get the deepest, fullest sound without forcing, and to be conscious of the working of each spring.

The Roulé. The first of these exercises, the Roulé, has been suggested by Capet. It consists of playing a sustained note on either a single tone or a double stop and rolling the bow between the fingers during the stroke so that the stick will lean alternately toward the fingerboard and toward the bridge. This rolling of the stick should be done gradually and smoothly, without jerking, and the sound should be kept as full, round, and even as possible. The symbols (Example 94) denote the changing angle of the bow-stick as it rotates around the hair as an axis.

Example 94
(After Capet)

Example 94 illustrates the changing angle of the bow-stick as it rotates around the hair as an axis.

FLEXIBILITY OF THE SPRINGS IN THE WRIST AND FOREARM. A second exercise consists essentially of a rotary motion of the forearm (page 50) at the frog, gradually passing to the vertical motion of the hand (Illustration 31) as the bow moves downward toward the point. This is an undulating motion which should be practiced, preferably, using double stops.

After the foregoing exercises are well assimilated, they should be taken up again from time to time, especially whenever any kind of stiffness develops in the right arm.
In addressing, by way of conclusion, a few remarks to the teacher, I have first to revert to what I said at the very beginning of this book, i.e., that students are not alike and should not be treated alike, and that teaching according to rigid rules is teaching of the wrong kind. The teacher who takes his mission seriously will see in every single student an entirely new and challenging problem. At first the teacher has to study the student to get a clear picture of his playing, his musicianship, his personality. As to the playing, the teacher must discover both weaknesses and strengths. He must judge the potentialities of the student and decide whether there are hindrances in the way of their development; whether there are bad habits involved or dangerous tendencies present. Such things as weak fingers or joints must be noticed. In judging bad habits, the teacher must know enough and be broad-minded enough not to classify as bad habits everything that does not conform exactly to his own personal way of playing. The teacher should not look for deviations from rules but should try to find out whether there is any real handicap present that needs to be removed.

Once the teacher has made the diagnosis of the student's playing, he should know what needs to be done: where hindrances exist that have to be cleared away, where he can start building, which aspects of the playing are underdeveloped and need greater care or emphasis than others.
The decision of how and when to do all of these things, however, will have to be based on a considered judgment of the student's personality. This is why it is so important that the attitude of the teacher be a very personal one and, of concomitant importance, that he analyze the character of every student correctly. It can take weeks—sometimes months—but once the teacher has gained the necessary knowledge, he can proceed with the greatest assurance in planning the special kind of treatment that will bring with it the greatest and fastest results.

The teacher must be a good psychologist. He must beware of discouraging the student, and he must know that there are times when it is advisable to correct certain things and times when it is not advisable to do so. In the latter case, he must postpone the corrections until the propitious moment arrives. He must be able to judge, in such cases, what is important at the moment and must be taken care of right away, and what can wait for later. Above all, the teacher must not try to do too much at once. The ability to digest new things is limited with everybody, and an over-ambitious attempt on the part of the teacher to apply too many cures simultaneously will yield negative results.

Encouragement of the student and the building of self-confidence are also matters that must be thoughtfully planned. The teacher should sense in each case when it is necessary to give moral support by encouragement and praise, and when to resort to strictness and censure. Some students, especially the conscientious and shy types, prosper when given a great deal of praise and encouragement. This same treatment, applied to certain other students, can be very harmful, causing them to relax their efforts. To build self-confidence too soon can be almost as dangerous as not to build it at all. Strict treatment works well with some pupils, but it is dangerous for others.

Whatever the teacher does, whatever kind of treatment he metes out, he must do it with a cool head and as a planned tactic. Should he decide, for example, that a certain student would be greatly benefited by a scolding he should give it to him according to plan. This is an entirely different matter from doing the same thing in a fit of temper—which should never happen in the teacher-student relationship.

The teacher should know that every student passes through recurring stages of varying response. He should try to guess the periods of special productivity and try to take the best possible advantage of them.

In teaching as well as in practicing there has to be a balance between "building" and "interpreting." To emphasize only the interpretive element will result in neglect of technical equip-
ment, while an exclusive concern with the technical factors will cripple the imagination as well as the ability for spontaneous music-making. The balance between these two factors will have to differ in various stages of the student's development. In the early years, the teacher should see his prime duty as the building of an instrumental equipment. He should not neglect the musical growth, but the building factor should be in the foreground. There is no age limit for the development of musicianship, but early youth is the time when technique grows fastest. At a later stage, when the technique is solidly built on secure foundations, the balance can then shift more toward the interpretive element.

Concerning this interpretive side of teaching, it was pointed out much earlier in this work that the teacher makes a grave mistake when he insists on imposing on the student his own individual musical version of every piece. Instead, the teacher should encourage and inspire the advanced pupils to an independent and personal rendition, guiding it when necessary in such a way that it will conform to the aesthetic dictates of good taste, style, and form. Here, as in every other respect too, the prime duty of the teacher is to educate the student to stand on his own feet, musically as well as technically.

As to the choice of material to be used in teaching, no specific plan can be given, because it all has to be adapted to individual needs. The importance of scales and allied exercises for the building of every element of technique, and especially of correlation, has already been stressed. Etudes are very important, too, because they build technique that functions in a musical setting, and many of the standard etude works may be used to advantage.

Concerning repertoire, the teacher should aim at giving the greatest possible variety and versatility and at having the student cover works of all styles, types, and periods. Teachers should not take the line of least resistance by giving the student only those pieces for which he is most naturally adapted. The repertoire should be well rounded for all students in order that any one-sided development may be avoided.

For study purposes, the weakest points should be given special attention. For public performance, however, it will be wiser to choose a program that is best suited to the personality of the student and will show his special talents to the best advantage.

That the teacher himself should have a thorough knowledge of the instrument is a matter of course. Also, his horizon should not be limited to the violin repertoire. If it is, his interpretive and musical guidance will leave much to be desired.
The teacher should be conscientious, patient, and even-tempered. Above all, he must have real love and enthusiasm for his work. Good teaching takes a measure of devotion that the teacher is unable to give unless his heart and soul are dedicated to it.
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H
Half shift (see Shifting)
Half steps:
as augmented fourths, 28
as minor sixths, 28
Hand (wrist) vibrato (see Vibrato)
Harmonics:
bowing of, 87–88
bow pressure in, 31
double, 31
left hand in, 30
sounding point for, 88
Height of scroll, playing position, 13
Holding the bow, 45–47

I
Improvisation:
element overdone, 7
a quality of performance, 7, 36
Imagination, 6, 8, 9
Individuality of student, 1
Initiative, 8
Interdependence of factors of tone pro-
duction, 55
Interpretation:
- adjusted for acoustics, 9
- convincing, 7
- the final goal, 6
- freedom of, based on technical proficiency, 7
- personal and creative, 7-8
- related to technique, 3
- scope of individual, 4
- a subjective element, 4
- teaching of, 8, 107

“Interpreting” time, 100
Interpretive ideas not sacrificed to technical difficulties, 23
“Interpretive” technique: deficiency in, 23
- defined, 5

Interrelationship of instrument and bow arm, 12, 54

Intonation:
- an absolute value, 4
- adjustments in, 22
- affected by bow pressure, 58
- building of, 19, 22
- in double stops, 28
- on an out-of-tune instrument, 22
- perfect fifths, 28
- in shifting (general), 19-20
- types of, 22

K

Key to technical mastery, relationship of mind to muscles, 2

Kreisler, 8

Kreutzer, 84, 103

L

Lancé (see Bowing patterns, détaché lancé)

Legato (see Bowing patterns)

Louré (see Bowing patterns)

Left arm (see Elbow)

Left hand:
- contact with neck of instrument, 21
- position in fingered octaves, 28
- position on neck of instrument, 15, 17
- for long fingers, 17
- for short fingers, 17
- problems of, 12
- in tenths, 28

Left-hand fingers (see Fingers)

Left-hand pizzicato, 30
- finger pressure in, 30
- position of elbow, 30
- on short trills, 30

Left thumb (see Thumb)

Left wrist (see Wrist)

Loose sound, 63

M

Martèle (see Bowing patterns)

Mental attitude, flexibility of, 36

Mental control of response, 6

Mental development, 95

Mental factor in performance, 3

Mind-muscle relationship, 6

Mozart, 38

Muscular actions, flexibility of, 3, 6, 12

Musical expression, relationship of finger- ing to, 31

Musical imagination, 5
- its need for technical equipment, 5

Musical individuality, period of development, 8-9

Musical performance, analogous to public speaking, 7, 9

Musical personality, 8, 9

Music:
- knowledge of, an absolute value, 4
- meaning of, related to capacity, 3

O

Octaves:
- fingered, 28, 29
- the “frame” of the hand, 28
- importance in practice, 28

Organic relationships and adjustments, 2

Orientation of the left hand, 15, 19, 21, 22

P

Passage work, clarity in ascending, descending, 10

Performance, 5 (see also Acoustics)
- aesthetic-emotional factor, 3
- balance of vowel-consonant relationships in, 10
- best types, 7
- dependent upon, 3
- variety in, 38, 62-63

Performer:
- personality of, 6
- qualities of good, 7

Personal initiative on student’s part, 8

Physical factor in anatomical makeup, 3

Physical flexibility in bowing, 45

Pitch, 3

Pivot finger, 29
- in crossing strings, 29
- in double-stop shifts, 29

Pivot string, in three-note chords, 88

Polyphonic music, chords in, 90

Portamento, 27

Portato (see Bowing patterns, louré)

Positions, negation of, 20

Practice:
- a daily habit, 94
- hygiene, 94
- scheduling and sequence of materials, 94

Practice devices:
- agility in chords, 29, and Ex. 16
- alternating fast and slow bows, 87
- arm vibrato, 40
- building collé, 74
- building correlation, 95, 96-98
- chromatic glissando, 31
- continuity in vibrato, 43
- coordination in slurred string-crossings, 66
- creeping fingers (silent changes of position), 34 and Ex. 26
- double stop passages in thirds, 29
- dynamic variations, 61
- finger vibrato, 40-41
- finger-tip vibrato, 41
- flexibility in left-hand finger joints, 41
- and Ex. 36
- flying staccato, 80
- frame and extensions, 20-21 and Ex. 4
- hand (wrist) vibrato, 38-39
- legato in string crossings, 64 and Ex. 39
- to loosen the springs in the bow hand, 41, 63

martelé, 72
- sustained, 73

for mixing bowing styles, 84
- octaves and other double stops, 28
- ricochet, 82-83, Ex. 69a, b
- four-string arpeggio, 83

sautillé, 77

scale routines, 96-98, Ex. 91
- simultaneous finger-placement in double stops, 28, and Ex. 12
- slurred staccato, 78-80
- for speeding up the vibrato, 42
- spiccato, 77

tenths, 28, Ex. 11
- trills, 30
- for varying the sounding point, 59-61
- vibrato in first position, 39
- whipped bowing, 87

Practicing:
- analyzing technical problems, 99
- application of scale routines to repertoire, 99
- arpeggios, 102-3
- balancing “building” time and “interpreting” time, 100
- “building” time, defined, 95
- change of strings for loosening muscles, 103
Practicing (Cont.)
concertizing during practice, 100
continuity in interpreting time, 100
curing the difficulties, 99
effective work, 93
an individual routine, 94
"interpreting" time, defined, 95
mechanical approach plus musical ap-
proach, 101
mental alertness in, 94
objectives in, 94
"performing" time, defined, 95
mind and muscles in, 101
principle of mental preparation, 95
problems infinite for curing difficulties,
Technical control in absolute value. 4

Vibrato (Cont.)

Whipped bowing (see Bowing Patterns)

Wrist: V, W, Y

Volume: X, Z

Vowel: V

Vowel sound: V

Vowels, the singing tone, 10

Vultures (Cont.)

Undercutting of the bow (see Cutting)

Underarm: U, V
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INDEX TO MUSICAL EXAMPLES

Bach
- Partita No. 1 in B minor
  Second Double 19*-32, 52-69
  Last Double 46-67
- Partita No. 2 in D minor
  Chaconne 2-14, 48-68, 87-92
- Partita No. 3 in E major
  Prelude 47-67
- Sonata No. 1 in G minor
  First movement 83-91, 84-91
  Second movement: Fugue 53-69, 81-89, 85-91
  Third movement: Siciliana 86-91
- Sonata No. 2 in A minor
  Second movement: Fugue 82-90, 88-92
- Sonata No. 3 in C major
  Prelude 34-36
  Second movement: Fugue 90-92

Beethoven
- Concerto in D major, Op. 61
  First movement 27-35, 28-35
  Finale: Rondo 41-65, 55-70
- Sonata in C minor, Op. 32, No. 2
  First movement 64-75

Brahms
- Concerto in D major, Op. 7
  First movement 3-20, 5-24, 29-35, 60-73
  Last movement 62-73, 63-74

Bruch
- Concerto in G minor, Op. 26
  First movement 33-36, 43-66

Capet
- Routé diagram 94-104

Dont
- 24 Etudes and Caprices, Op. 35
  No. 1 16-29
  (adapted) No. 6 18-30
  No. 21 12-29

Franck
- Sonata in A major for Piano and Violin
  First movement 32-36

Kreutzer
- Forty-two Etudes
  No. 7 58-73

Lalo
- Symphonie espagnole, Op. 21
  First movement 1-14, 42-66

Mendelssohn
- Concerto in E minor, Op. 64
  First movement 25-33, 50-68, 71-83, 92-99
  Finale 67-81

Mozart
- Concerto No. 4 in D major
  Rondo 38-59

Paganini
- Twenty-four Caprices, Op. 1
  No. 9 70-83
  No. 24 80-89

Prokofiev
- Concerto No. 2 in G minor, Op. 63
  First movement 49-68

Rode
- Twenty-four Caprices
  No. 11 61-73

* Italic numbers refer to example number; roman numbers refer to page numbers.
Saint-Saëns
Concerto in B minor, Op. 61
First movement 59–73
Tartini
Devil’s Trill Sonata
Second movement 57–70
Tchaikovsky
Concerto in D major, Op. 35
Finale 24–33
Vieuxtemps
Grand Concerto in D minor, Op. 31
Finale 30–36
Wieniawski
Concerto in D minor, Op. 22
First movement 23–33, 31–36
Last movement, à la zingara 56–70

Additional clarifying examples
Setting the frame of the hand 4–21
The slurred shift with one finger 6–25
Shift terminating on a new finger 7–25
Shift performed by arrival finger 8–25
The “retarded” shift 9–26
The glissando shift 10–27
The double extension forming tenths 11–28
Thirds moving scalewise 13–29
Double-stop shift upward, crossing strings 14–29
Double-stop shift downward, crossing strings 15–29
Chords requiring arm and wrist adjustment 17–30
Chromatic scale, traditional fingering 20–32
Chromatic scale, modern fingering 21–33
Chromatic scale upward on E string 22–33
“Creeping” fingering 26a, b–34

Rhythmic pulses for vibrato practice 35–39
Substitution of fingers without shifting (for loosening finger joints) 36–41
Slow down-bow, fast up-bow 37–56
Slur of many notes on one string 39–64
Double stop, sounding on slurred string crossings 40–65
Open-string isolation of string-change pattern 44–66
Sustained first note preceding slurred run 45–67
Portato (louré) mixed with détaché porté 51–68
Illusion of rubato in détaché 54–69
Increasing bow-jump in the sautille 65–78
Rhythm patterns for slurred staccato practice 66–79
Ricochet on a single string 68–82
Ricochet with change of strings 69–83
Four-string ricochet arpeggio 72–83
Alternation fast and slow bow strokes 73–86
Improving the fast-slow alternation of bow strokes 74–87
Customary execution of the three-note broken chord 76–88
Usual execution of the four-note broken chord 77–88
Slow-motion notation for the smooth broken chord 78–89
Other ways of executing the four-note broken chord 79–89
Suggested execution of the four-note chord with melody in the bass 89–92
The scale routines: for building correlation 91–96, 97, 98
Suggested dynamics for son filé practice 93–103